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This study investigates factors which the author be
lieves could contribute to the determination of the aesthe
tic and economic viability of producing original fine art
prints and artists books on a rotary offset press using di
rect imaged, uncoated lithographic plates. It also intro
duces a new medium for the creation and production of these
works which was developed during this study.
This investigation has been accomplished in the follow
ing ways :
First, answers were sought to ten questions the author
believed any artist considering the use of a rotary offset
press as a means of producing these works would want to know.
The answers were obtained through direct experimentation
with a variety of plates which were processed by different
procedures and then printed on a rotary offset press. The
author concludes on the basis of this experimentation that
when the artist's intentions for a specific work coincide
with the capabilities of this production process as des
cribed in the answers, then this process can be considered
aesthetically viable.
Second, five-hundred copies of a sixteen page artists
book were produced by the author to determine the aesthetic
and economic viability of this production process for a
specific work. The results indicated that a substantial
saving in labor, time, and expense was obtained when this
process was employed. There were also substantial savings
to the integrity of the work. The author concludes that
this process is aesthetically and economically viable for
the production of this type of artists book.
Third, a survey of commercial printers was undertaken
to determine the aesthetic and economic viability of this
process in cases where the artist does not have access to
a suitable offset press. All the people interviewed indi
cated that their firms would be willing to accept for pro
duction plates imaged and processed by the artists. They
also indicated that they would be willing to meet the art
ist 's specifications for the work when these were obtain
able, and that the total cost would be based principally on
the hourly rate for the specific press being used. On the
basis of these and other results of this survey, the author
concludes that the production of original fine art prints
and artists books by commercial lithographers can be aesthe
tically and economically viable for the production of cer
tain works.
Fourth, people professionally involved in the creation,
printing, publishing, selling and collecting of these works
were surveyed to assess their usage, awareness, and atti
tudes regarding their offset press production. The response
data to one question in the survey allowed calculations to 
be made of the acceptability of this process to the total 
population of the types of people surveyed. As a result of 
these calculations, conclusions were made that seventy-six 
percent believe this process is acceptable for the produc-
tion of original fine art prints. Similarly, one-hundred 
percent believe it is acceptable for the production of 
artists books. 
And fifth, the origins, principles, processing proce-
dures, advantages, and disadvantages of a new medium for 
the creation and production of original prints and artists 
books are presented. This medium utilizes direct imaging 
techniques and light sensitive coated lithographic plates . 
It is presented for the first time in this study . 
Any artist wishing to learn about this new medium and 
any artist considering rotary offset production of original 
fine art prints or artists books, will find much useful in-
formation in this study. A portfolio of thirty prints ac-
companies this study to provide the reader with a firsthand 
view of the results of the experimentation. 
Abstract approved:AlexanderLawson thesis adviser 
Professor,SchoolofPrintingtitle and department 
July 12,1976 date 
Lawrence Williams thesis adviser 
Professor, Art & Design title and department 
14July 1976 date 
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PREFACE
For the past thirteen months, this author has been en
gaged in the conception, formation, and production of an
autographic artists book consisting of seventy-five original
zinc and copper etchings printed by a hand-operated intaglio
press on paper formed on a laid mold and deckle of his own
construction and, subsequently, hand bound in leather with
copper inlays. The paper, the printing process, the form of
the book, and the binding were all intended to be an integral
part of the expressive content of the images. The end
result after close to a thousand dedicated hours: three
copies !
During this time; the author became plagued by an ever-
increasing conflict: on the one hand, the author was a can
didate for a Master's Degree in Printing Technology constantly
exposed to "newer, better,
faster"
materials and processes
of printing and, on the other hand, he is a person to whom
it is immensely important to maintain a human sensitivity
and involvement with the substances he works with to give
form to his visual images.
In attempting to resolve this conflict, the author be
came interested in finding applications of printing technol
ogy which
could be made to serve the needs of printmaker and
bookmaker. It was important that these applications
maintain the integrity of the original printed image. They
should also be readily accessible and save the artist unne
cessary time, labor and expense.
One such process which seemed feasible to the author
was that of utilizing a rotary offset press to make prints
from direct imaged lithographic plates. (It is fairly com
mon knowledge that the flatbed offset press has been used
successfully in Europe and the United States for this pur
pose; however, use of the rotary offset press, which is
vastly more accessible to the individual artist, is rare.)
Happily, this research has also lead to the develop
ment of what the author believes is a new medium for cre
ating and producing original fine art prints and autographic
artists books.
In short, the author is an artist with a need for such
processes when they fit the intention of the work. He can
only assume that there are other artists with the same needs.
There will always be a place for the hand-made book or
print. Every fine art medium and commercial printing pro
cess does involve its users in making compromises and in
accepting limitations. Yet within both, as this study il
lustrates, there is vast, unexplored territory. This study
has increased the author's respect for and understanding of
both fine art and commercial printing processes. It is the
author's hope that the reader will also be similarly reward
ed.
I . INTRODUCTION
THE STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
This study assesses the aesthetic and economic viabil
ity of producing original fine art prints and autographic
artists books on a rotary offset press using hand drawn,
non-photo mechanical, uncoated lithographic plates. It also
introduces a new medium for producing original fine art
prints and autographic artists books.
The First Subproblem
The author has been unable to locate any published in
formation which details direct imaged platemaking procedures
and the image characteristics for rotary offset produced
prints. Therefore, the first subproblem has been to compile
this information through direct experimentation.
The Second Subproblem
The second subproblem is to assess the relative econom
ic viability of this process for the production of original
fine art prints and artists books. This has been accom
plished by three means. First, by the comparison of actual
(and/or estimated) production costs between the proposed
process and conventional artists book production methods.
Second, by personal and telephone interviews with Rochester
area commercial lithographers to determine their willing
ness to do this kind of work, the circumstances under which
they will do it, and which factors will contribute to the
total cost of the job to the artist or publisher. Third, by
a survey of people involved in a professional capacity with
fine art prints and artists books to assess their general
awareness, usage, and judgements of acceptability of the
proposed process.
The Third Subproblem
Though technically not a subproblem, this study intro
duces a new medium for the creation and production of ori
ginal fine art prints and artists books which was uncovered
and developed during the course of this research.
THE HYPOTHESES
The first hypothesis is that this process provides the
artist with the same (if not an increased) visual vocabulary
for image realization as conventional hand-produced aluminum
lithographic plate methods.
The second hypothesis is that the proposed process is
economically viable for the production of the artists books
in that it offers increased output with a substantial saving
in production time and expense over hand and commercial
processes .
The third hypothesis is that commercial lithographers
will accept and produce prints from plates that have been
imaged and processed by the artist.
The fourth hypothesis is that this process is accept
able to at least seventy-five percent of the population
professionally involved in the creating, printing, publish
ing, selling, and collecting of original fine art prints and
artists books for the production of the same.
THE LIMITATIONS
The study will not identify or evaluate any lithographic
plates or plate processing methods other than those listed
in appendix G of this thesis.
The study will not consider any direct imaging tech
nique involving the use of screened (halftone) , photographic
negatives or positives.
The study will only assess the relative economic via
bility of the proposed processes as they pertain to produc
tion costs, length of run, and overall image quality since
the ultimate economic viability of producing and/or publish
ing original fine art prints and artists books rest on fac
tors other than these. A couple of these factors are the
artist's reputation and the buyer's positive response to the
image.
The study will not directly consider the questions of
what is an
'original'
print and what is a 'reproduction'?
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There are many opinions, but not a single, standard defini
tion.
THE ASSUMPTIONS
The first assumption is that directly imaged litho
graphic plates are capable of being printed by a rotary
offset press. This assumption is necessary in order to
pursue the aims of this study.
The second assumption is that obtaining acceptable
physical image quality is not principally and directly de
pendent upon whether the imaged plate comes directly in
contact with the paper, or whether it must transfer its ink
film to the substrate via a rubber blanket. The author
believes this is a reasonable assumption because flatbed
of fset -produced original fine prints are, in many cases,
indistinguishable to artists, fine art printers, and collec
tors from direct, hand-produced prints.
The third assumption is that direct imaging techniques
which do exist for hand production can be applied to the
production of those images on a rotary offset press. The
author makes this assumption in the belief that any direct
imaging technique and/or processing procedure which is suit
able for hand-printed plates will also be suitable for rota
ry offset
production.
The fourth assumption is that there is a market for
artists books and that this market will continue into the
future. This assumption is justified on the basis that it
is possible to discern increasing interest, production, and
marketing or artists books in this country and throughout
Europe.
The fifth assumption is that there is a need for
economically viable processes in fine art lithography which
provides the artist with direct control over image formation,
quality, and production for print runs greater than three-
hundred. This assumption is based on the belief that few,
if any, economically viable processes currently exist for
this purpose, and that there are occasions, especially in
the case of artists books, when such a process would fill
the existing need.
The sixth assumption is that photo-mechanical repro
ductions of drawn images are unacceptable to the artist when
his or her intentions include maintaining the fidelity and
having direct control over the physical image qualities of
the prints which result from an original image. This assump
tion is based on the belief that most artists and collectors
feel photo-mechanical reproductions are unacceptable as
original prints.
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY
After an extensive literature search, the author has
been unable to locate any published information which docu
ments types of plates, plate processing techniques, length
of run, or the image quality one might expect from printing
direct imaged lithographic places on a rotary offset press.
This study provides this documentation.
Printing technology can have a profound affect upon the
kind and quality of the object produced. It can also affect
the artist's vision of what is possible. By providing the
documentation for both a process which combines the imaging
techniques of fine art lithography with the production meth
ods of commercial offset lithography, and a new medium util
izing plates intended for commercial production, this study
increases the artist's vision of the capabilities existing
within fine art lithography.
In return, the artist can be a stimulus for technolog
ical progress by challenging technology to wrestle with the
fundamental problems of improving quality in printing. If
this study makes a small contribution towards this goal,
then it is important.
This study also attempts to determine the economic via
bility of this process for the production of autographic
artists books. Because this process has been shown to be
economically viable,
it provides the artist
,
the printer,
the publisher, and the author with a desirable means of
9
producing this kind of book where none presently exists.
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FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTER I
Hofer, Philip. "Book Illustration: An
Essay."
Print
Collectors Newsletter, Vol. 5, No. 1, May 1974.
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I I . TEXT
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE
A Historical Overview
The printmaking processes originally evolved out of
necessity. They were the only means that printers had of
making a quantity of pictorial reproductions at a reasonable
expense. They were also the only pictorial medium which the
general public could afford to own. Lithography, in partic
ular, although it was discovered relatively late (1789), was
ideally suited to serve the printer's purpose for reproducing
pictorial images in books and other printed matter until its
displacement by photomechanical processes. But, before this
occurred, it provided one of the key impetuses which trans
formed all the printmaking processes (woodcut, etching, en
graving, etc.) from craft techniques into full-blown mediums
of fine art.
Its full realization as a fine art medium came compara
tively late (in the United States this did not really occur
until the 1960 's) to most countries, with the exception of
France, where "from the beginning ... its possibilities as a





Given this insight, it is not surprising that the
artists book (or livre de peintres, in French), which owes
much to the capabilities of lithography, originated in Franca
What the artists book did was to extend the vision of
what a book can be to include its use as a vehicle for artis
tic expression. It has been so successful in Europe that
"during the last century, the book has, in fact, become a
major vehicle of artistic expression .
"3
Artists books have been produced traditionally by any
printmaking technique at the artist's disposal, not only by
lithography. But how are artists books being produced in
the United States today?
When the artist deems the images and the book important
in their own rights and wishes to maintain the quality of
its aesthetic experience; he or she has little or no choice
but to produce the printed impressions by the same hand pro
cesses of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The art
ist can either do this himself or have it done for him by a
master printer in any one of the few workshops which speci
alize in producing fine art prints. He can utilize the
workshop provided that, in most cases, he has been invited
to do so, and that he has sufficient financial resources.
The author believes it can safely be said that the fine art
workshop is beyond the means
of ninety percent of the artists
in this country.
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On the other hand, when the images and the book are of
no importance in themselves except as rough documents of
other aesthetic experiences, and when it is important to the
artist for these documents to reach a larger public, he can
choose any mass production printing process that suits him.
These range from mimeography and xerography through to com
mercial offset lithography and beyond. It really makes no
difference which process the artist uses, in this case,
since the aesthetic experience of the printed image is unim
portant .
Unfortunately, the artist has no satisfactory alterna
tives (with the exception of screen printing) when the fol
lowing are his intentions: to print a larger number of im
pressions than is practical or possible to produce by hand;
to price the book so as to be affordable by a larger and less
exclusive public, and at the same time, financially reward
ing to the artist; and to maintain the aesthetic experience
of the original printed image. Rather, the artist has had no
alternative, when these are his intentions, until now. A
medium will be introduced later in this study which will re
alize these intentions while, at the same time, being readily
accessible to almost every artist, far less expensive, and
less time consuming than any other process to date for cer
tain types of works. Because this medium was uncovered and
developed during the course of this research, and because
the author has been unable to locate any published information
14
which documents this medium, the assumption must be made
that this is indeed a new medium.
A literature search on the subject of direct imaging
uncoated and light sensitive, lithographic plates for
use in
conjunction with the rotary offset press has also
revealed
a near absence of useful information to which an artist
could refer.
15
FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTER II
2Bland, David. A History of Book Illustration. Berkley
University of California Press, 1969. page 281.
q
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. The Artist and the Book:




The ultimate purpose of subproblem one is to assess the
aesthetic viability of producing fine art prints and artists
books on a rotary offset press from direct imaged lithographic
plates .
Because the subject of this problem is essentially
aesthetic, and because of the nature of fine art lithography,
it is not possible for anyone to prove conclusively by any
scientific procedure whether or not the production process
under investigation is aesthetically viable. Final judge
ment of this process must rest with the artist, who knows
his intentions for the specific work in question, and with
the viewer, who responds to the actual work.
Yet, any artist who might wish to use this process is
hampered by a lack of information about this process to which
he or she could refer. It is under these circumstances that
the author has had to decide which factors could contribute
to making this production process aesthetically viable to
both fine art printmakers and to this author.
The author bases his assessment of this
process'
aes
thetic viability for fine art printmakers upon answers re
ceived to the following questions: 1) Is it possible to
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print direct imaged lithographic plates on a rotary offset
press? 2) Can the plates be processed by the same proce
dures which are used for hand production? 3) Do direct
imaged, uncoated, aluminum plates require any special treat
ment on the press? 4) Can this process accommodate the
same visual vocabulary available to the fine art lithograph
ic artists using uncoated aluminum plates? 5) Can it ac
commodate inks and papers indigenous to fine art lithography?
6) Do the prints produced on a rotary offset press main
tain fidelity to the original image on the plate? 7) Are
the physical qualities of each print in the edition consis
tent throughout the edition? 8) Does the rotary offset
press afford the artist an acceptable amount of control over
the inking and dampening of the plate? 9) What are the
disadvantages of rotary offset production compared to hand
production? 10) What are the advantages of rotary offset
production compared to hand production?
Answers to the previous questions were achieved through
direct experimentation by the author. The data needed to
answer these questions are the press sheets resulting from
the rotary offset
production of direct imaged plates. These
were obtained by the following means:
1) A number of ball-grained, uncoated aluminum plates,
positive and negative working bi-metal plates, and
light-
sensitive coated plates were direct imaged using substances
commonly used
to produce images in fine art lithographs.
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These plates are called "test plates". They were designed
to approximate the visual vocabulary available to the litho
graphic artist. Another set of plates were made by a number
of different artists. These plates are called "artist's
plates". The artist's plates contain the artist's desired
image. The physical images were made using substances of
the artist's choice. The author has not influenced the art
ist's decisions in any way. A description of the substances
used to make the artist's plates will be found in appendix
G.
2) Each test plate was then processed by the author.
The reader should be aware, if he is not already, that no
single, standard procedure exists for the processing of di
rect imaged aluminum plates. The artist's decision to use
any one of a number of procedures is usually based upon the
requirements of each, individual image and the artist's ex
perience. The processing of direct imaged lithographic
plates is an art and a craft as it is practiced today, not a
science. Nevertheless, the author has reason to believe
that there are certain factors which could affect the print-
ability of direct
imaged aluminum plates. These are:
whether the plate was counteretched immediately preceeding
imaging; the type of etch employed; the number of times the
plate was etched; whether lacquer was applied to the image
area; whether the
plate was rolled up; and whether the plate
was proofed prior to printing on the rotary offset press.
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The author's selection of processing procedures was directly
related to these factors. In addition, the author also em
ployed procedures commonly used in commercial lithography to
assist image stability and printability . These are:
copper-
izing the image areas on surface plates, and deep etching
the image areas, then copperizing them. Besides uncoated,
ball-grained aluminum plates, the author also used positive
and negative-working bi-metal plates and light sensitive
coated plates, since they provide for inherently more stable
image areas and longer print runs. These were processed ac
cording to the manufacturer's instructions. A description
of the procedure used to process each test plate and artist's
plate will be found in appendix G.
3) After each plate was processed, it was printed on a
rotary offset press by the author. An edition of, at least,
three-hundred printed sheets was made from each plate. The
author chose this figure for three reasons: first, it is
larger than is feasible to print by hand methods; second,
the image on an aluminum plate will usually abrade long be
fore three-hundred prints could be made by hand methods; and
third, the cost of paper would be prohibitive if the author
wished to seek the absolute length of run for each plate.
For the purpose of comparison, each edition was printed on
the same paper using the same commercial offset ink. In ad
dition, selected artist's plates
were printed on the rotary
offset press using a variety of papers and inks indigenous
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to fine art lithography. The same press was used for the
production of all the plates. A description of the equip
ment, chemistry, and materials used in this section will be
found in appendix E. A representative press sheet from each
plate is available for inspection in a separate portfolio.
It is also the author's intention to assess the aesthe
tic viability of this process for his own purpose of produc
ing autographic artists books. To make this assessment, it
was necessary for the author to produce five-hundred copies
of a sixteen page, four inch by five inch book on a rotary
offset press from plates direct imaged by the author- A
copy of this book is available for inspection in the previ
ously-mentioned separate portfolio.
The Treatment of the Data
The press sheets from each plate were screened to elim
inate make-ready sheets and those press sheets not consis
tent with the standards of an edition of fine art lithographs.
The press sheets from the test plates and for the art
ists book were analyzed according to the generally accepted
standards for an edition of fine art lithographs. These
are: 1) That the physical characteristics of each print
should be the same throughout the edition, and that these ;
in turn, should be identical to the print
"okayed"
by the
artist. and 2) That each print in the edition must main
tain fidelity to the original image on the plate at the time
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of its okay by the artist. This analysis was based upon the
author's perceptions, experience, and judgement, since these
are the only tools used for this type of analysis in fine
art lithography.
The data and the author's experiences during the exper
imentation were interpreted by the author to best and most
honostly answer the previously-stated questions.
The Second Subproblem
The second subproblem is to assess the relative econom
ic viability of this process for the production of original
fine art prints and autographic artists books.
The First Hypothesis
The first hypothesis in this subproblem is that the
process of printing direct imaged plates on a rotary offset
press will save the artist time, labor, and production costs
as compared with both hand production methods and commercial
offset lithographic methods when his intentions include pro
ducing an edition of three-hundred prints or more.
To prove this hypothesis, the author produced five-
hundred copies of a four inch by five inch, sixteen page
artists book on a rotary offset press from two direct imaged
plates containing eight pages each. The author recorded the
production time and expenses involved in its production (not
including folding or binding) . These figures were compared
22
with estimates solicted from Rochester area printers for
printing the same work as the photomechanical reproduction.
Also, since other artists may not have direct access to
their own offset press, estimates were solicited from
Rochester area printers based upon the author supplying his
own processed direct imaged plates. If the production time
and cost figures for the direct imaged plate process are
less than that for producing the work as a reproduction, then
this first hypothesis will be proved to the author's satis
faction .
The Second Hypothesis
The second hypothesis was that commercial lithographers
will accept and produce prints from plates that have been
direct imaged and processed by the artist.
The data needed to prove this hypothesis were the res
ponses of a representative sample of large, medium, and
small size Rochester area commercial lithographers to the
question of whether or not they are willing to do this kind
of work?
To obtain this data, personal and/or telephone inter
views were conducted with as many large, medium, and small
size Rochester area commercial lithographers as possible.
During the course of these interviews, the author asked the
commercial lithographer under what circumstances he was
willing to do this work,
and what factors can he estimate
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will contribute to the total cost of the job to the artist?
Beyond proving this hypothesis, the author wished to pro
vide the artist who is contemplating the use of this process
with a reasonable idea of what he could expect from the com
mercial lithographer.
This hypothesis was considered proved if a majority of
the commercial lithographers interviewed respond that they
were willing to accept this kind of work.
A subsidiary purpose of this hypothesis was to illus
trate the accessibility of this process to the vast major
ity of artists who wish to make fine art prints and artists
books. Ideally, if the artist does not have direct access
to an offset press or even a hand-operated lithographic
press, he should be able to take his plate to his local
printer (much in the same way that he would take or do his
work in a fine art lithography workshop) , collaborate with
him to achieve the quality of image he desires, and leave
with his prints without an enormous financial outlay. The
responses of the interviewees provide a reasonable idea of
whether this is possible in reality.
The Third Hypothesis
The third hypothesis was that this process is accept
able to, at least, seventy-five percent of the population
involved in the creation, printing, publishing, selling, or
collecting of
original fine art lithographs and/or auto
graphic artists book for their production.
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The data necessary to prove this hypothesis were the
responses of a large sample of people professionally
involved in one or more of these activities.
Fortunately, this population (with the exception of
artists and individual collectors) is relatively small and
identifiable. It is the author's belief that through his
extensive research in fine art journals, printmaking jour
nals, print collecting journals, and other reference sources,
he identified a large sample of this population (with the
same exceptions) .
To obtain this data, a questionnaire was sent to two-
hundred and eleven members of this population. Attached to
this questionnaire were a cover letter outlining its purpose
and a stamped, self-addressed envelope to facilitate its
return. A copy of the cover letter and questionnaire can be
found in appendix C. The questionnaire consisted of thir
teen questions designed to indicate the general level of
awareness, usage ; and attitudes of the sample population re
garding the production of
original fine art prints and art
ists books on an offset press, in addition to questions re
lating to its acceptability for the production of certain
works of the same.
The data was screened to eliminate the responses of
those people indicating they are not aware of this process
from inclusion in the tabulation of responses for the entire
sample.
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Data analysis was made only for the responses of the
total sample population. It was accomplished by the follow
ing means: 1) The responses were tabulated for the total
sample population and for each individual sample population.
2) The percentage of response to each question was then cal
culated for the total sample population based upon the tabu
lation of responses to each question. 3) Based upon the
total sample population's response to question nine, a hy
pothesis test was run to determine a confidence interval for
either proving or disproving the hypothesis that this produc
tion process is acceptable to at least seventy-five percent
of the total population.
The author realizes that a myriad of statistical opera
tions could be performed on the amount of data gathered in
this survey; however, to do so did not come within the scope
of this study. The analysis and interpretation of this data
has been confined to proving or disproving the previously-
stated hypothesis, to presenting the percentage of response
to each question by the total sample population, and to pre
senting comments by respondents which the author feels are
relevent and important. The conclusions that are made by
the author have been based on these factors only.
For the interested reader, the complete results of the
survey and a list
of the respondents so that the reader may
verify that the
respondents to this survey constitute a rep
resentative sample of the total population are located in
appendix D of this study.
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The Third Subproblem
The third subproblem involves the presentation, in the
form of an introduction, of a new medium for the creation
and production of original fine art prints and autographic
artists books. This new medium was uncovered and developed
during the course of this study. Because an extensive search
of available literature has failed to reveal any mention of
this medium, the author has reason to believe that it is
indeed a new medium.
This discovery can only be attributed to the research
methodology of trial and error. One of the intentions of
this study was to test a wide variety of plates, those in
digenous to fine art lithography and those indigenous to
commercial offset lithography, for their ability to produce
direct images capable of being printed on a rotary offset
press. This intention, coupled with a discussion the author
had with Mr. Anson Hosley (which hastened the realization of
this intention), are the principle factors responsible for
the discovery of this new medium.
Further elucidation of this medium will be found in the





Results of the Experimentation
The results of the author's experimentation are pre
sented in the form of answers to questions which the author
feels directly relate to the assessment of the aesthetic
viability of this process. The questions and their answers
follow.
1) Is it possible to print direct-imaged lithographic
plates on a rotary offset press?
Yes. Any plate capable of being printed by hand
methods is also capable of being printed on a rotary
offset press, provided that it meets the specific
press'
specifications for plate size and thickness.
2) Can the plates be processed by the same procedures
which are used for hand production?
Yes. Every procedure tested in this study result
ed in plates of acceptable printability . This includes
the procedure in which the image areas were etched only
once with a fifty-fifty Pro-Sol and gum solution,
gummed, washed-out,
and put under asphaltum without
rolling-up, the application
of additional etches, or
proofing. On this basis, the author would advise the
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artist considering producing prints on a rotary press
to use the processing procedures which best suit the
requirements of the individual image, and the one with
which he has the most familiarity and experience. It
is a good practice to always protect the image by lac
quering the plate ; regardless of the printing method
employed. The author recommends that this step be in
cluded in the processing procedures for plates intended
for rotary offset press production. The author also
produced editions of up to seven-hundred and fifty
prints using uncoated, ball-grained aluminum plates
which had not been processed with any special techniques.
The plates evidenced no deteriorization
, up to this
point, since the author was unable to detect any dif
ference between the first and the last print. The ab
solute length of the run for uncoated, ball-grained
aluminum plates remains untested because the cost of
paper would be prohibitive. However, the author be
lieves, on the basis of his experimentation, that the
artist could expect to produce at least three-hundred
prints with these plates, and probably one or more
thousand if these are his intentions. This seems to
hold true for most, if not all, types of images.
As in hand printing, the artist and/or pressman
should maintain constant vigilance throughout the press
run. At the first sign of plate failure (image
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alteration), the press should be stopped and the plate
attended to in the same means one would use if hand
printing. If the artist intends to print more than
three-thousand sheets with uncoated, ball-grained
aluminum plates, he should consider using commercial
lithography procedures which increase the life of the
image areas into the tens and hundreds of thousands.
One procedure the artist might consider using involves
copperizing the image areas. A description of this
procedure will be found in appendix G. For print runs
of ten-thousand or more, the author strongly suggests
that the artist use only light sensitive coated plates,
bi-metal plates, or tri-metal plates because these
plates provide almost absolute image stability for runs
up to a million (depending upon the type of plate used).
Examples of some of the physical images these plates
are capable of maintaining can be examined in the port
folio attached to this study. These examples do not
represent complete explorations. They are the result
of very limited experimentation by the author. The
artist should experiment for himself to determine if
these plates can accommodate the images he desires.
(Note: all the plates mentioned in this study may also
be printed by hand methods.)
3) Do direct imaged, uncoated aluminum plates require any
special treatment on the offset press?
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No. The standards of good pressmanship apply to
these plates as they do to commercial production plates.
The interested artist should consult the sources listed
in the bibiography under "Offset Lithography" if he
wishes to know more about the offset press and its op
eration. A degree of fluency on this subject could be
invaluable if the artist is not also the pressman.
There is one factor which the author believes
could affect the length of run of these plates: the
excessive PH of any fountain solution. Most commercial
lithographers used commercially-prepared plates. The
author has used three preparations in his experimenta
tion: a) Concentrate III (2 oz. to 1 gallon tap
water) b) 1 oz. Concentrate III to 10 parts isoprophyl
alcohol to 90 parts distilled water, and c) 10 oz.
isoprophyl alcohol to 90 parts distilled water. All
three seemed to work satisfactorily. Further research
is required before it is possible to state conclusively
what effect commercial fountain solutions have upon
these plates. The author believes that it is reason
ably safe for the artist to use
commercial fountain sol
utions for print runs up to five-hundred; beyond that,
he cannot say.
4) Can this process accommodate
the same visual vocabulary
available to the fine art lithographic artist using uncoated
aluminum plates?
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Yes. The experimental results indicate that any
and every image remaining on the plate after it has
been processed is printable on the rotary offset press.
Not only is it printable, but also the author must con
clude that it is easier to keep and hold delicate lines,
washes, and tones using a rotary offset press than it
is using hand production methods.
5) Can it accommodate inks and paper indigenous to fine
art lithography?
Yes: depending upon the capabilities of the press
and the pressman. A list of inks and papers the author
has experimented with can be found in appendix E, "List
of Equipment and Materials". The artist should be ad
vised that each press is limited in the paper size and
thickness it can handle. If the desired paper comes
within these limitations, then the author has experi
enced no difficulty printing on them, with the excep
tion of very heavily textured papers. These can be a
problem, but an experienced pressman should be able to
overcome this difficulty depending, of course, on the
specific paper and press. Hand lithographic inks can
not usually be used as they are. They can, however, be
mixed with commercial offset inks or doctored to be
suitable for rotary offset use. Both have been done
with satisfactory results. The artist who does not have
direct acces to his own press is advised to consult
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with his printer regarding his needs and whether the
printer is capable of satisfying them. The author
also wishes to suggest to the artist that he consider
using commercial offset papers and inks, and not assume
that he need always use the inks and papers indigenous
to fine art lithography. There are some commercial
inks and papers which can meet fine art
lithographers'
standards of quality.
6) Do the prints produced on a rotary offset press main
tain fidelity to the original image of the plate?
Yes. When plate and blanket packing are correct,
and back-cylinder pressure is adjusted properly, the
printed image will maintain fidelity to the original
image of the plate. This conclusion is supported by
measurements of the plate and print image and by visual
comparisons between the two which have been made by
the author.
7) Are the physical qualities of each print in the edition
consistent throughout the edition?
Yes. Once the ink/water balance has been achieved
and the resulting prints meet with the artist's ap
proval, the same
physical qualities of the image can be
maintained throughout the edition.
8) Does the rotary offset
press afford the artist an
acceptable amount of control
over the inking and dampening
of the plate?
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Yes. Even though the actual inking and dampening
of the plate is done by mechanical systems, the artist
or pressman has a greater degree of control over these
functions, provided that variances do not need to be
made to small, isolated parts of the total image. Ink
densities can be varied radially around the plate. The
degree of control over varying ink density is deter
mined by the ink lanes which are regulated by the ink
keys. It is also possible to achieve a thinner ink
film than is possible by hand methods. The amount of
dampening over the entire plate can also be varied con
siderably using the adjustments provided on the dampen
ing system for this purpose.
9) What are the disadvantages of rotary offset production
compared to hand production?
The following are the principal disadvantages the
author has noted during the course of his experimenta
tion :
a) One principal disadvantage of this process is
that it may not be able to accommodate every fine art
lithographic ink and paper which the artist wishes to
use. The rotary offset press does impose certain lim
itations regarding paper size, thickness, and texture,
however, these limitations vary from press to press.
The artist should be able to locate either a press or
a printer and a
pressman that can produce most of his
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images with few, if any compromises.
Because this study has been confined to the pro
duction of single color work only (black), it is im
possible for the author to say for certain what prob
lems the artist might expect to incur if he wishes to
use colored, hand lithographic inks on the rotary off
set press. The answer to this question will have to
await further research.
The artist is also advised that many commercial
offset inks are not light-fast; however, they can be
made to be. The artist should specify this require
ment to his ink supplier or printer when using commer
cial inks, if this factor is important.
Paper can be a problem, too, if the ink is not ad
justed properly for the paper or if it contains fibers
loosely attached to the paper surface. These fibers
will adhere to the offset blanket causing
"hickies"
on the printed sheet. Carelessly cut and handled
paper may also cause hickies. (The author must note
that at no time during this experimentation was this
a problem. )
b) The other principal disadvantage of rotary
offset production is the amount of paper wastage. The
amount of wastage varies according to the experience
of the pressman. An experienced pressman can keep
waste to a minimum. A method to further reduce wastage
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is to use a cheap, commercial offset paper of the same
thickness as the paper to be used for the prints, for
make-ready sheets. The print paper can be inter
spersed at intervals in the offset paper to see what
the actual print will look like. By using this method,
it is possible to keep wastage of good print paper to
as little as five sheets for an edition of one-hundred
prints .
c) A minor disadvantage is that ink costs are
higher if hand lithographic ink is used. The ink foun
tain on the rotary offset press must be entirely filled
across its width and remain filled during production of
the edition.
10) What are the advantages of rotary offset production
compared to hand production?
The following are the principal advantages of
rotary offset production based upon the author's ex
perimentation :
a) It extends the life of the plate (if the rol
lers which contact the plate are adjusted properly),
making it possible to
make more prints than are possible
by hand production methods.
b) It is capable of producing a greater number of
prints, with
substantial saving of time and energy,
than is practical by hand methods.
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c) It saves production time, thus giving the
artist more time for making images if this is his
priority .
d) There is no need for the image to be laterally
reversed on the plate. This means that the artist can
image the plate the same way it is meant to be seen in
print . This is especially important when the image
contains written elements.
e) Registration is near perfect on the offset
press. Thus, it is ideal for multicolor images and
laying down multiple films of ink over the same image.
f) Consistent quality from print to print can be
maintained in both production methods.
g) Delicate lines, washes, and tones are easier
to hold and maintain on a rotary offset press than they
are by hand production methods.
h) It does not alter the surface of the paper as
much as hand production methods.
i) In most cases, it provides a greater amount of
control over ink density and dampening than hand
methods .
j) It enables the artist wishing to use cheaper
paper and inks better physical print quality than he
could achieve using hand methods with the same materi
als .
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k) It gives any artist without physical or fi
nancial access to either a hand press or a fine art
lithography workshop a means to produce original
lithographs and artists books. A commercial printer
with an offset press can be located in almost every
town and city in America.
1) It has the capability (still largely unex
plored) of extending the range of physical images (the
visual vocabulary) available to the artist beyond the
capabilities of hand production methods. Several
examples include ghost images, images which either




Results of the Artists Book Production
During the course of this study, the author produced
five-hundred copies of a four-inch-by-five-inch, sixteen-
page artists book on a rotary offset press from two direct
imaged
"Posilith"
plates containing eight pages each.
A production cost comparison between production of this
book by this process from direct imaged plates and produc










TOTAL PRODUCTION TIME 10 hours 40-50+ hours
TOTAL PLATE COST $ 5.00 $12.00
PLATE PROCESSING COST $ 1.00 None
PHOTOMECHANICAL REPRODUCTION
COST: 2 negatives, 133 line
screen
None $36.00






The total cost of both plates would be $5.00 if they
had not been donated to the author. The pro-rated cost of
the "Posilith Developer" and "Kern-Tan Gum" would be equal to
approximately $1.00. The press time per hour would cost ap
proximately $22.50, if the author did not have access to his
own press. Total production time, including set-up, make-
ready, and wash-up for this book was two hours. At $22.50
per hour, the total press time cost is equal to $45.00. The
production time for the book, from the execution of the
plates through press wash-up, was ten hours. Total cost to
the author, less paper cost and taxes, would be equal to
$51.00.
For the purpose of comparison, the author sought esti
mates for the production of this book as a photomechanical
reproduction (of a hand-produced print from both of the
plates) from small, non-union, commercial offset printers.
Based upon the averages of their estimates, the following
charges would be made to the author: $12.00 for two plates,
$36.00 for two 133 line halftones (the maximum screen ruling
the author could obtain without additional cost), and $45.00
for press work. These figures give an estimated total cost
of $93.00 (not including paper cost).
Every reader familiar with the cost of book production,
will recognize that this production method affords very sub
stantial savings both in time and money. In addition, the
author was able, through this method, to maintain intimate
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contact with and direct control over every aspect of this
book from its conception through its production. Conse
quently, the completed book is exactly as the artist intend
ed it to be. It makes little difference whether the author
was producing an edition of prints or a book, the same con
trol and substantial saving of time and money exist for both.
A comparison of the two total costs indicates that the
author would save $42.00 using his method if he did not have
access to a press. Greater than the dollar savings is the
savings to the integrity of the work. The author would have
no choice but to accept the interpretations of the cameraman,
platemaker, and pressman as determiners of the qualities of
the finished work if he had opted for photomechanical repro
duction .
Results of the Survey of Commercial Printers
The results of this section are based upon personal
interviews granted to the author by high-ranking representa
tives of large, medium, and small size firms which the
author believes are representative of high quality, commer
cial lithographers. Five personal, and ten phone interviews
were conducted by the author. Because the responses of
these fifteen printers were all
similar in nature, the
author felt further interviews were unnecessary
and would
not necessarily




a) Every printer surveyed indicated a willingness to
accept and produce prints from plates direct imaged and
processed by the artist.
b) The artist should not expect to be able to operate
the press himself. In non-union firms, he will usually be
allowed to work directly with the pressman and the produc
tion manager (if there is one). In union firms, the artist
will usually not be allowed anywhere near the press. He
will work through the production manager, who will insure
that the work is produced to his satisfaction, unless it is
non-printable in the first place.
c) The artist should not enter into collaboration with
the commercial lithographer with impossible expectations.
Some fine art printers may consider the term
"collaboration"
inappropriate to describe the artist's relationship with the
commercial printer. It is the author's observations that it
is not inappropriate. Scratch the surface of almost every
commercial printing firm and one can find, at least, one
craftsman. These men or women take no lesser pride in ex
cellence, nor do they have any lesser knowledge than the
master printers in fine art lithography workshops. A profit
able and supportive collaborative relationship can be estab
lished between the artist and the commercial lithographer/
firm. The artist is advised to meet in advance with all
those involved in the work's
production to explain his inten
tions and solicit suggestions as to how they can best be
implemented.
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d) Before purchasing, drawing, or processing your
plate(s), consult with your printer. He may be able to give
you suggestions, facilities, or he may request that you use
his own plates.
e) The plate should always be furnished to the printer
in good condition. An offset press is an expensive piece of
equipment. Burrs and sharp edges on the plate can cause
considerable damage.
f) For long runs, the commercial printer may prefer
that the artist not furnish his own paper and inks. Consult
with your printer when you intend to use fine art paper and
hand lithographic inks adapted for offset. These elements
should not be too much of a problem for medium and large
size printers to handle.
g) When requesting an estimate from a printer, do not
supply misinformation. If what you are giving
him is rough
specifications, say so: tell him you want a budget estimate.
h) Sometimes a commercial printer's willingness to do
this kind of work hinges upon the insurance that he will be
paid. When there is a substantial investment on his part,
he may request the
artist to pay one-third upon receipt of
the plate, one-third when it is
on the press, and one-third
before delivery. Agree with the printer
beforehand on what
reasonable expectations he must meet and satisfy.
i) Check with
your printer to see if he has a second
or third shift. If he does, then press time will usually be
cheaper, and
direct access easier. What do you care if you
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are there and your job is being printed at three o'clock in
the morning!
j) In most cases, the artist will essentially be buy
ing press time. This is the major factor contributing to
the cost of the work to the artist. The artist should note
that a standard rate for press wash-up is also figured into
the charge.
k) Press time rates vary according to the size of the
press, the number of cylinders (colors it is capable of
printing at one time), the shift, and whether the firm is
union or non-union. These rates vary considerably. The
artist should be able to find out for himself the range
within his own geographical area.
1) The author wishes to advise the artist that, for
particularly ambitious multicolor works, he should consult
only those medium or large size commercial lithographers
with a good reputation for doing high quality printing,
since these will usually be the firms most willing and able
to please the artist.
m) Commercial printers
provide none of the usual cura
torial services of the fine art lithography workshop. The
only service they can perform
in this respect is to meet the
artist's requirement that every printed sheet be accounted
for and in the possession of the artist.
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Results of the Survey of People and Firms Involved with Fine
Art Lithography and Artists Books
A summary of the results of this survey is presented in
the following three sections labled: Section A, Section B,
and Section C. Section A presents the general statistics
relating to the percentage of responses received from the
sample population. Section B presents the percentage of
responses to each question for the total number of responses
received from the sample total population, and comments re
ceived from respondents under the question to which they
refer. Section C presents the results of the calculations
intended to prove the hypothesis that the offset press pro
duction of original fine art prints and autographic artists
books is acceptable to, at least, seventy-five percent of
the population professionally involved in their creation,
printing, publishing, selling, and collecting.
The author received surveys from 51.20% of the respon
dents based upon the data in Table 2. This
percentage is




STATISTICS RELATING TO THE NUMBER
OF RESPONSES RETURNED
Surveys Sent 211
Surveys Returned Undelivered 45
Surveys Assumed Delivered 166
Total Number of Respondents 85
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The responses to the following questions are presented
in rank order beginning with the largest percentage and end
ing with the smallest.
1. Please indicate your principal occupation( s) .
17% Printmaker/Artist
13% Publisher of original fine prints
12% Dealer for original fine prints
9% Printer of original fine prints
9% Printmaking teacher
8% Print collector
7% Gallery director specializing in original graphics
6% Museum print curator
6% Other, please specify: print magazine editor,
writer, papermaker, artworker: sculptor & poet
5% Print exibition juror
4% Publisher of artists books
3% Publisher of art reproductions
0% Print critic
2. Are you aware of the technique of printing hand-drawn,
direct imaged lithographic plates on an offset press?
YES: 89% NO: 11%
NOTE: This question does not distinguish between
flat -bed and rotary offset presses. Therefore,
it is impossible for the author to determine
what percentage of the sample population is
aware of the technique involving use of the
rotary offset press. The author has reason
to believe that the high percentage of aware
ness relates mostly to the employment of the
flat-bed offset press, since its use is be
coming more common and acknowledged. It is
surprising and significant that only one
respondent queried what type of offset press
the question was meant to refer to.
3. Have you ever seen a print produced through this tech
nique?
YES: 80% NO: 17% NOT SURE: 3%
COMMENTS :
"No. though I probably have without realizing
it."
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NOTE: This comment, together with several discussions
the author has had with master printers, brings
out an important point: that it is extremely
difficult, if not impossible in some cases, to
distinguish a hand-produced print from an off
set-press-produced print.
4) Have you ever used this technique to produce an edition
of original fine art prints?
YES: 27% NO; 68% NO RESPONSE: 3%
If YES, what was the approximate size of the edition?
10 multicolor
25 multicolor
33 single & multicolor












150 single & multicolor
200 up to 15 colors (flat-bed)
300 multicolor
400 multicolor (paper plates)
1 ,000 ?
5 ,000 multicolor
0 ,000 & 1, 000 ,000 multicolor
5) Have you ever used this technique to produce autographic
artists books?
YES: 14% NO: 74% NO RESPONSE: 12%
6) If YES to either question 4 or 5, what were your reasons
for using this technique?
26% Artists request
25% Other, please specify:
Comments :
"Because it reproduced more closely the type of
art which was the subject of the
book."
"Prints are for people it was a means of inex
pensive images for young
collectors."
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"Speed leaves more time to create."
"Because an offset press (hand inking or mechani
cal inking flatbed) gets greater detail from
metal plate lithographs I have never used
rotary offset for fine art
prints."
"Unique quality which direct flat offset
provided."
"As an artist, I though it the way to give form
and expression to my statement the outlook and
feelings sought."




"Used as a reproduction in multimedia
print."
17% Its ability to print more than is practical by
hand methods
14% To make original prints available to a larger
public at affordable prices
11% Because it offers greater overall economy than
hand printing
7% Because it extends plate life, it is able to
produce more prints than are possible by
hand printing
7) If you answered NO to both questions 4 and 5, what were
your reasons for not using this technique?
20% Other, please specify:
Comments :
"In addition to not having press facilities, I








"Lines not as rich since they are composed of
dots; tone variation seems
flat."
"I feel that any new mechanical help some how
always leaves out something of the artist it
doesn't have to but it does. Blake thanked the
Lord for keeping him
poor."
"Like anything else, experience both technically
and aesthetically is
lacking."
"Inability for large quality offset houses to
accommodate small runs by artists or use of
their machines in unconventional
manner."
"Offset may eliminate the personal physical con




"I was trained as a hand printer and have an
intimate feeling toward working with nature
and making decisions, estimates, and judgements
associated with it. I suppose it
'
s a personal
feeling I have about working with the materials.
Anyway, I would be more inclined to use a flat
bed press instead of a rotary offset press be
cause I prefer to work with stones. They offer
more working possibilities for the
artist."
"Am too busy with direct image printing problems
to explore other processes."
"Valid in conceptual art documents for maps, etc.
Not valid as easy-way-out
reproductions."
16% Do not have access to a suitable offset press
11% Because it does not allow artist as much control
over the production of his images as conven
tional hand methods
11% It is not acceptable to original print buyers
9% Believe it is incapable of achieving desired
aesthetic qualities
6% Do not consider prints produced by this means to
be original prints
6% It is not acceptable to artist
5% Believe it is incapable of maintaining consis
tent quality from print to print
5% It is not able to accommodate desired papers or
inks
5% Not printed by hand printing process
3% It is not economical
2% Print is not made directly from contact between
paper and plate
8) Can you foresee ever using this technique in the future?
YES: 71% NO: 29%
If YES, under what circumstances?
29% Artist's request




"Artists tend to reach out for what they
need."
If the technique has advantages, they will
probably use
it."




"We own this type of
equipment."
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If NO, why not?
16% Do not consider prints produced by this means to
be original prints
15% Believe it is incapable of achieving desired
aesthetic qualities
12% Because it does not allow artist as much control
over the production of his images as convention
al hand methods
10% It is not acceptable to original print buyers
10% Not printed by hand processes
8% Do not have access to suitable offset press
7% It is not able to accommodate desired papers or
inks
6% Other, please specify:
Comments :
"Any print, whether hand drawn on the plate or
photographed and reproduced by an automatic
machine at 5000 copies per hour can hardly
be called anything but a
reproduction."
"I would use an offset press if available, only
to experiment with new techniques ie . thinner
ink films; or to satisfy a specific technical
problem, but not to produce larger
editions!"
"Prefer hand printing. Also, I find editions
larger than 100 undesirable
;
as it lessens the
value of each print. I have never seen anything
that was worth printing more than 100 anyway.
Not to put down anyone's work, but 100 of any
thing is
plenty."
0 Believe it is incapable of maintaining consistent
quality from print to print
4% It is not economical
4% Print not made directly from contact between
paper and plate
4% It is not acceptable to artists
9) In your opinion, is this technique ever acceptable for
the production of original fine art prints?
YES: 84% NO: 16%
For the production of autographic artists books?
YES: 100% NO: 0%
10) Do you see any advantages
in this technique over making
photomechanical reproductions from original images?
YES: 84% NO: 16%
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Comments ;
"This question is inappropriate you are equating
original graphics albeit done on an offset press
with ordinary reproduction which we would never
do."
yKeeps the intuitive options open for the
artist."
"Willing to be convinced have open mind."
"A lot of this judgement depends on aesthetic prefer
ence.
"
"It's a different thing entirely and I wouldn't make a
comparison.
"
11) Have you ever exhibited prints produced through this
technique?
YES: 49% NO: 51%
12) Have you ever sold original prints produced through
this technique?
YES: 47% NO: 53%
13) Have you ever purchased a print produced through this
technique?
YES: 37% NO: 63%
If YES, which of the following most influenced your
decision?
29% The artist's reputation
23% A positive response to the image
21% The price
19% The physical qualities of the print
7% Other, please specify:
Comments :
"Please explore further new uses for this
media"
"In many cases the offset press is superior to
the direct process to produce certain kinds of
images as I stated, I always use offset and
most people (dealers, printers, artists, etc.)
don't know the
difference."
"Decision made on merits of individual print
whether image designed for medium and is suc
cessfully realized in
medium."





"With all due respect
Rhetoric about Prints/Standards/Good/Bad/Right /Wrong.
ALL useless waste of time
Best "Printed" - ie. special care, precise registra
tion, perfect inking, crisp brilliant impression.
ALL is unimportant IF idea and IMAGE
SUCKS."
"...I think that where offset equipment exists, it can
and should be used for original work by artists.
Arbitrary prejudice should not exclude the technique.
That prejudice is the unfortunate result of abuses of
the medium which have left artists and the public dis
trusting offset as a creative medium because it is
beyond individual understanding and control and/or it
is too facile and slick. Anyway, to get back to it,
I 'm all for using offset within the boundaries of
proper ethics (ie. not passing photo-reproductions
off as originals and things like that). It all gets
very hazy and difficult to define since so many
artists are using photographs, photo reduction and
other techniques in unquestionably original works.
Intent of the artist and publisher becomes the cri
terion for judging and that must be watched carefully.
...A hand litho press is a wonderfully simple, yet
versatile, machine. A master printer with a hand
crank press and very few chemicals can satisfy a wide
range of desired results and be fairly efficient and
profitable by putting in a little sweat. An offset
press is, in fact, much less adaptable (author's
note: "?"). Emphasis has been toward producing sharp,
brilliant images on relatively smooth, non-absorbent
paper at high speed. Operating pressures are measured
in thousandths rather than "feel". The press must be
properly maintained or it will self destruct . Set up
and makeready time is usually longer, for a given job
on the offset press than on the hand press (author's
note: this is not verified by my experimentation)
(the payoff for offset, of course, is the speed of
printing after set up).
All of these things make me
question how much is gained, in a fine art original
context, by using offset...
I'd like to say that I'm not against offset in fine






The calculations necessary to prove or disprove the
hypothesis relating to question nine of the survey (In your
opinion, is this technique ever acceptable for the produc
tion of fine art prints? authographic artists books?)
follow:
To predict the true proportion of the total population
(P) believing it is acceptable, the following calculations
are necessary: First, the proportion of the sample popula
tion (p) indicating its acceptibility must be calculated: p
is equal to the number in the sample who indicate it is ac
ceptable (x) , divided by the sample size (n). For original
fine art prints, p is equal to 144 divided by 171 or 84
percent. For artists books, this proportion of the sample
population believing it is acceptable is equal to 143 divided
by 143 or 100 percent. Second, the estimated standard error
of the proportion of the sample population must be calcu
lated: the estimated standard error of the proportion of
the population Cp) is equal to the square root of p times
the quantity (1-p), divided by n (the number of sample
responses). For original fine art prints,^ is equal to the
square root of .8421
- (1-.8421), divided by 171 or 'p = .0279.
For artists books,
'p*
is equal to the square root of 1.0
(1-1.0), divided by 143 or 'p
= 0.00. Third, a confidence
coefficient or measure of accuracy (<<) must be chosen. The
author wishes to know, with ninety-nine
and five-tenths
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percent accuracy, the minimum percentage of the total popu
lation (P) this process is acceptable to. The confidence
coefficient for ninety-nine and five-tenths percent is ob
tained from any statistical table for critical values of
student's t distribution. This table is used because the
standard deviation of the population is unknown. Assuming
that the frequency distribution for this population will
result in a normal curve,
<- is equal to 2.8070. Fourth,
the proportion of the population (P) indicating that this
process is acceptable, with ninety-nine and five-tenths
percent confidence, can be calculated from the following
formula: P = p
c-=-
'
<p~. For original fine art prints, P is
equal to .8421 - 2.8070 0.0279. Therefore, it is possible
to state that on the basis of the data and the previous cal
culations, with ninety-nine and five-tenths percent confi
dence, at least seventy-six and four-tenths percent of the
total population (P) believes this process is acceptable for
the production of original fine art prints. For autographic
artists books, P is equal to 1.0
- 2.8070 0.00. Therefore,
on the basis of the data and the previous calculations, it
can be concluded with ninety-nine and five-tenths percent
confidence that one-hundred percent of the total population
believe this process is acceptable for the
production of
autographic artists books. Therefore, the data collected in
the survey appears to
support the hypothesis that at least
seventy-five percent of the population professionally
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involved in the creating, printing, publishing, selling,
and collecting or original fine art prints and artists books




An Introduction to a New Medium for the Creation and
Production of Original Fine Art Prints and Artists Books
It is probable that the practical, theoretical, and
experimental aims of this study were leading the author to
this discovery; however, the actual impetus for hastening
the investigation of this medium occurred during a discus
sion between the author and Mr. Anson Hosley of the Case-
Hoyt Corporation in Rochester. Mr. Hosley commented, during
a discussion of the nature of my research, that it would be
possible to draw on photosensitized plates with a laser
beam: the idea being that various line qualities could be
achieved depending upon the proximity of the light source to
the surface of the plate. He also mentioned that it would
be possible to create different tonal values on a photo
sensitized plate by variably exposing the plate through or
around any object.
It then appeared to both of us that
there seemed to be no reason why one
could not also direct




substance. The research in
this study confirms
this hypothesis and, in doing so, opens
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countless new, exciting possibilities involving the use of
light-sensitive lithographic plates as a medium for the
creation and production of original fine art prints and
artists books. It is an honor for the author to share
credit for this discovery with Mr. Hosley.
(At this point, the reader is advised to examine prints
twenty-three through thirty and the small book. These are
located in the portfolio which accompanies this thesis.)
Simply stated, this medium operates on the principle
that almost any ultra-violet rich light source, light resis
ting substance, and/or light modulating substance can be
used to produce images directly on the surface of
light-
sensitive coated, lithographic plates. This means that the
artist is free to use almost any tool and substance, in
addition to most of the standard tusches indigenous to fine
art lithography, to create images directly on the surface
of the plate. The properties and image characteristics of
these plates seem to vary according to the type of the
plate and the manufacturer.
The previously-mentioned prints and book were produced
from positive-working, precoated, anodized
aluminum plates
manufactured by the Kith-Kem Corporation
under the name
"Posilith". All of their images (with the
exception of the
photographic negative on the right side
of print 27) were
subsequently
processed and then printed on a rotary offset
press (although hand
production is also possible). An
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examination of these prints should provide the interested
reader with a general idea of some of the physical image
characteristics it is possible to realize through this
medium. The reader should keep in mind that these images
are indicative of the results of initial and very limited
experimentation only. By no means do they represent a
complete exploration of the full range of image character
istics that are possible within this medium. In actuality,
the author believes that this medium has almost unlimited
creative capabilities for the artist.
Although this is a new medium in terms of imaging, the
processing procedures for these plates are the same as if
they were commercial production plates. Consequently,
plate processing is fast, easy, and nearly foolproof. It is
accomplished in three basic steps: exposure, development,
and finishing. Detailed instructions for processing Lith-
Kem-Ko Posilith plates (from Lith-Kem-Ko catalogue no, 972)
can be found in appendix G. Prints twenty-three through
thirty were processed according to these instructions. At
this time, the Posilith plate and the negative-working Kodak
LN plate are the only types of plates with which the author
has experimented. The author assumes, however, that there
are many other
precoated plates and wipe-on coatings which
can be used for this medium. The interested artist is ad
vised to experiment for himself to determine whether this
medium is capable of satisfying his needs and the needs of
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his images.
The following is a list of the advantages of this
medium which the author has noted during his experimenta
tion:
a) This medium makes it possible for the artist to
control the varying film thickness of the ink image and,
thereby, the value or values of the printed image.
b) It frees the artist from strict reliance upon
tusche substances for imaging plates. In fact, almost any
light-resisting or light-modulating substance (including
most tusches) and light itself may be used for image for
mation. The coating, itself, may also be manipulated or
removed for the purpose of image formation.
c) Photographic material can easily be incorporated
into the drawn image if desired. On certain plates, con
tinuous tone photographic negatives and postives can be
used without halftone screening. One such example is lo
cated on the right-hand side of print twenty-seven. (Be
cause these plates are positive-working, the negative prints
as a negative. )
d) The plates can be exposed to varying amounts of
light, thereby creating overall or partial tones in the
non-
image areas. See print twenty-five.
e) No expensive
equipment is necessary to image, ex
pose; or process
these plates.
f) The imaged plates
can be processed in five minutes
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using the plate's own developer. Ten minutes later, or as
soon as the gum is judged to be dry, the plate is ready for
printing .
g) There is little or no image loss during or after
plate processing. Usually, the image on the plate before
processing is the image that will be printable. The quali
ties of the printed image can be directly controlled by the
artist during either or both exposure and development.
h) The author believes that these plates will provide
print runs up to one-hundred thousand on a rotary offset
press .
i) Once the plate has been processed, the imaged and
non-imaged areas are completely stabilized. The printed
image should maintain the same physical qualities through
out the edition or print run. If scumming should begin to
occur, it can be easily removed with a plate cleaner de
signed specifically for the type of plate being used.
j) The images can be produced by hand printing and
commercial printing methods.
k) The medium has proved
itself ideal for the creation
and production of artists books. Both the imposition and
the images can be created directly on the surface of the
plate. This eliminates the necessity
for any intermediary
processes: their expense and time. It also
provides a
medium which is capable of fully and spontaneously realiz
ing the artist's
intentions for his book when these include
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the following: maintaining the fidelity of the printed
image to the orginal image; printing a larger number of
copies than is possible or practical by hand methods; and
maintaining direct control over the work from conception
to production.
The author has noted the following disadvantages during
his experimentation:
a) The artist may find the color of the coating and
the yellow lights (if he uses them) distracting during
imaging.
b) Certain tusche washes and solvent-tusche effects
cannot be achieved due to the nature of the coating. This
is greatly offset, in the author's opinion, by the fact
that many imaging substances and effects can be achieved
which are not possible using uncoated lithographic plates.
Final conclusions about this medium must be left up
to the individual artist. He will know best if this medium
can satisfy his needs and the needs of his images.
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This study has investigated factors which are believed
to contribute to the determination of the aesthetic and
economic viability of producing original prints and artists
books on a rotary offset press from direct imaged, uncoated
lithographic plates. It has also introduced a new print
and book medium developed during the course of this study.
This investigation has been accomplished in the follow
ing ways :
First, answers were sought to ten questions the author
believes any artist considering using a rotary offset press
for original fine art print or artists book production would
want to know. These answers were obtained through direct
experimentation with a variety of plates which were process
ed by different procedures and then printed on a rotary off
set press. It is the author's conclusion, on the basis of
this experimentation, that when the artist's intentions for
a specific work coincide with the capabilities of this pro
duction process as described in the answers, then this pro
cess can be considered aesthetically viable. The author and
all the artists who contributed plates to this study con
sider this production process to be aesthetically viable
for the production of their specific works.
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Second, the author produced five-hundred copies of a
sixteen-page artists book to determine the aesthetic and
economical viability of rotary offset production of direct
imaged plates for a specific work. The results indicate
that a substantial saving in labor, time, and expense was
obtained when this production process was employed. In ad
dition, there were substantial savings to the integrity of
the work. Therefore, the author must conclude that this
process is aesthetically and economically viable for the
production of this type of artists book.
Third, a survey of commercial printers was undertaken
to determine the aesthetic and economic viability of this
process in cases where the artist does not have access to a
suitable offset press. All of the people interviewed indi
cated that their firms would be willing to accept and pro
duce printed sheets from plates which were imaged and pro
cessed by an artist. They also indicated that they would be
willing to meet the artist's
specifications for the work
when these were obtainable and, that the cost to the artist
would be based principally upon the hourly rate for the
specific press being used. On the basis of these results,
the author has concluded that the production of original
fine art prints and artists books by commercial lithograph
ers can be aesthetically and economically
viable for the
production of certain works. Also, in cases where commer
cial lithographers can satisfy the
needs of the artist and
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the work, they are both more accessible and less expensive
than fine art lithography workshops.
Fourth, people professionally involved in the creation,
printing, publishing, selling, and collecting of original
fine art prints and artists books were surveyed to assess
their usage, awareness, and attitudes regarding offset press
production of these works. The response data to question
nine of the survey allowed calculations to be made of the
acceptability of offset press production for these works to
the total population of the types of people surveyed. As a
result of these calculations, it is possible to conclude
with ninety-nine and five-tenths percent confidence that
seventy-six percent believe this process is acceptable for
the production of original fine art prints. Similarly, one-
hundred percent of the total population believe it is ac
ceptable for the production of artists books.
And fifth, the origins, principles, processing proce
dures, advantages, disadvantages, and examples of a new
medium developed during this study for the creation and pro
duction of prints and artists books were presented. The
author and several artists have concluded that this medium
is also aesthetically and economically viable for the pro
duction of certain works.
Final judgement of the production process and the new
medium must be reserved for the artist who chooses to use
either of these. His images, and its qualities, will
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determine the ultimate aesthetic viability of this
process
and this medium. And the images will speak for themselves.
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS
In summary, these are the formal recommendations the
author wishes to make for further studies:
1. A study which details the limitations and capabilities
of using a rotary offset press to produce multicolor
original prints and artists books.
2. A survey of commercial offset inks and papers to deter
mine which can meet the quality standards of fine art
lithography -
3. A study which prepares guidelines for the adaptation of
fine art, hand lithographic inks to rotary offset pro
duction .
4. A survey of fine art papers to determine their suit
ability for rotary offset production.
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Autographic Artists Books: (Also referred to as "artists
books"). Autographic artists books are any works which
exploit the given physical form of the book and contain
original graphic images produced from direct imaging tech
niques. Autographic artists books must make art statements
in their own right, within the context of visual art rather
than literature. Books of reproductions of art, books
about art or artists, and books which contain visual materi
al illustrating literary texts will not be considered art
ists books. For added elucidation, the author advises the
interested reader to consult any of the sources on this
subject which are listed in the bibliography of this study.
Direct Imaging Technique : A direct imaging technique in
lithography is defined as any technique which creates a
printable image on a lithographic plate by the artist's
manipulation (either by hand or through a hand-held tool
such as a brush, pen, pencil, crayon, stylus, light source,
etc.) of an oleophilic substance,
a hydrophilic substance,
a light-resisting substance, or a light-modulating substance
directly on the surface of the
plate. All the direct
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imaging techniques used in this study are qualified as be
ing non-photomechanical. This means that no direct imaging
technique which utilizes any photographic negative or posi
tive, or any drawings created on a surface other than the
plate, will be considered in this study.
Original Lithograph: (Also referred to as "original fine
art print"). "Any lithograph printed from a stone or plate
conceived and executed by the artist is an original litho
graph, whether it is printed by the artist himself or by a
collaborating
printer."
The Tamarind Book of Lithography
Photomechanical : "Pertaining to any platemaking process
using photographic negatives or positives exposed onto
plates or cylinders covered with photosensitive
coatings."
From the International Paper Co. Pocket Pal
Viability, Aesthetic : Aesthetic viability is defined as
being a printed image that conforms to the artist's inten
tions for the physical qualities that each printed image
must maintain. For a process to be aesthetically viable it
must also be capable of realizing the artist's images to
his or her satisfaction.
Viability, Economic : A process is
defined as being econom
ically viable if it saves
the producer time; labor, or ex
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APPENDIX C
SURVEY COVER LETTER AND QUESTIONAIRE
Rochester Institute of Technology q c
College oi Graphic Arts & Photography One Lomb Memorial Drive
School of Printing Rochester, New York 1 4623
716-464-2728
159 Park Avenue
Rochester, New York 14607
April 7, 1976
Dear
I am an artist/printer investigating ways in which developments in printing
technology can be made to serve the needs and demands of fine art printmaking. This
research is being undertaken as a Master's Thesis under the auspices of both the
School of Printing and the School of Fine Arts at the Rochester Institute of Technology.
The specific process under investigation combines the imaging techniques and
materials of fine art lithography with the production methods of commercial offset
lithography. The aesthetic viability of this technique is being examined through
direct experimentation with a broad range of lithographic plates on which non-
photographic imaging techniques have been used, and which are then printed on an
offset press using both commercial inks and papers and those indigenous to the fine
art original print medium. Other important aspects of this study include physical
image evaluation, visual preference tests, production cost comparisons between this
and hand printing methods, and the survey which accompanies this letter.
This survey is being sent to fine art printers, publishers of original graphics,
galleries specializing in prints, museums maintaining print collection, print connois
seurs, printmakers, and teachers of printmaking throughout the United States.
It is my hope to implement and
document developments in printing technology which
can contribute significantly to the
advancement of the fine art print medium without
sacrificing the physical qualities
of its images. I believe that we cannot afford to
ignore, for arbitrary reasons, any contribution to our
medium which extends the
artist's vision of what is possible.
Your cooperation, by taking a few moments of your time to complete this survey
and return it in the stamped, self-addressed
envelope which is provided, would be
greatly appreciated. I regret
the necessity of asking you to return it at your
earliest convenience, but the scope
of this study make time very important. The
results of the complete study will be
available upon your request.




PLEASE INDICATE YOUR RESPONSE TO EACH QUESTION IN THE APPROPRIATE SPACE. DISRECARD
ANY QUESTION WHICH IS NOT WITHIN THE REALM OF YOUR PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCF. THANK YOU.
1. Please indicate your principal occupation (s) .
a- Printer of original fine prints
b. Publisher of original fine prints
c- Dealer for original fine prints
d. Printmaker/Artist
e. Gallery director specializing in original graphics
f Publisher of artists books
K- Printmaking teacher
h. Print exhibition juror
! Publisher of art reproductions
Print collector
fc. Museum print curator
1. Print critic
m. Other, Please specify:
2. Are you aware of the technique of printing hand-drawn, direct imaged lithographic
plates on an offset press?
YES NO
3. Have you ever seen a print produced through this technique?
YES NO
4. Have you ever used this technique to produce an edition of original fine art prints?-
YES NO
If yes, what was the approximate size of the edition?
Were they printed in a single color or multicolor ?
5. Have you ever used this technique to produce autographic artists books? (These
are defined as any works containing original graphic images produced from direct
imaging techniques which exploit the given physical form of the book. Their
statements are within the context of visual art rather than literature.)
YES NO
6. If YES to either question 4 or 5 , what were your reasons for using this technique?
a. Artist's request
b. Its ability to print more than is practical by hand methods
c. To make original prints available to a larger public at affordable prices
d. Because it offers greater overall economy than hand printing
e. Because it extends the life of the plate, it is able to produce nore
prints than are possible by hand printing
f. Other, Please specify:
If you answered NO to both question 4 and 5, what were your reasons for not using
thi3 technique?
a. Do not have access to a suitable offset press
b. Believe it is incapable of maintaining consistant quality
form print to print
c. It is not acceptable to artists
d. It is not economical
e. It is not able to accommodate desired
papers or inks
f. It is not acceptable to orginial print buyers
g. Believe it Is incapable of achieving
desired aesthetic qualities
h. Do not consider prints produced by this means to
be orginal prints
i. Print is not made directly from
contact betveen paper and plate
) . Because it
does not allow artist as much control over the production of
his images as conventional hand methods
k. Not printed by hand printing
process
1. Other, please specify:
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Can you foresee ever using this technique in the future?
YES NO
If Yes, under what circumstances? j
a. Artist's request |
b. Its ability to print more than is practical by hand methods f
c. To make original prints available to a larger public at affordable prices I
d. Because it offers greater overall economy than hand printing j
e. Because it extends the life of the plate, it is able to produce more j
prints than are possible by hand printing !
f. Other, Please specify:
^ j
If NO, why not?
a. Do not have access to a suitable offset press
b- Believe it is incapable of maintaining consistant quality from print to print
c. It is not acceptable to artists
d. It is not economical
e. It is not able to accommodate desired papers or inks
f- It is not acceptable to original print buyers
8- Believe it is incapable of achieving desired aesthetic qualities
h- Do not consider prints produced by this means to be original prints
j. Print is not made directly from contact between paper and plate
j. Because it does not allow artist as much control over the production of
his images as conventional hand methods
k. Not printed by hand printing process
1. Other, please specify:
9. In your opinion, is this technique ever acceptable for the production of original
fine art prints? YES NO Autographic artists books? YES NO
10. Do you see any advantage in this technique over making photomechanical reproduc
tions from original images?
YES NO
11. Have you ever exhibited prints produced through this technique?
YES NO
12. Have you ever sold original fine prints produced through this technique?
YES NO
13. Have you ever purchased a print produced through this technique?
YES NO
If YES, which of the following most influenced your decision?
a. The artist '= reputation
b. the price
c. the size of the edition
d. the physical qualities of the print
e. a positive response to the
image
f. Other, please specify:
14. Would you like to receive the
results of the completed study?
YES NO






Beaponae Data: Total sWi^^i-tlnn
T EAC" QUSTI0N IS E ^PROPRXATE SPACE. DISREGARDANY QUESTION WHICH IS NOT WITHIN THE REALM OF YOUR PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE. THANX YOU.
Please indicate your principal occupation (s).
'a. Printer of original fine prints
Publisher of original fine prints
Dealer for original fine prints
Printmaker/Artist
Callery director specializing in original graphics
Publisher of artists books
Printmaking teacher
Print exhibition juror















2. Are you aware of the technique of printing hand-drawn, direct imaged lithographic
plates on an offset press?
169 YES 21 NO
3. Have you ever seen a print produced through this technique'
152 yes 52 no 6_Not Sure
4. Have you ever used this technique to produce an edition of original fine art prints'
52__yes 129 so g_jj0 Response
If yes, what was the approximate size of the edition?
Were they printed in a single color or multicolor ?
5. Have you ever used this technique to produce autographic artists books? (These
are defined as any works containing original graphic images produced from direct
imaging techniques which exploit the given physical form of the book. Their
statements are within the context of visual art rather than literature.)
27 yes 140 no 25 No Response
6. If YES to either question 4 or 5
,
what were your reasons for using this technique?
29 a. Artist's request
19 b. Its ability to print more than is practical by hand methods
15c. To make original prints available to a larger public at affordable prices
1 2 d. Because it offers greater overall economy than hand printing
e. Because it extends the life of the plate, it is able to produce more
prints than are possible by hand printing
28 f . other. Please specify:
If you answered NO to both question 4 and 5, what were your reasons for not using
this technique?
34 a. Do not have access to a suitable offset press
11 b. Believe it is incapable of maintaining consistant quality form print to print
13_c. It Is not acceptable to artists
7 d. It is not economical
1 1 e. It is not able to accommodate desired papers or inks
24 f. It is not acceptable to orginial print buyers
19 k- Believe it is Incapable of achieving desired aesthetic qualities
14 h. Do not consider prints produced by this means to be orginal princs
5~~
i. Print Is not made directly from contact between paper and plate
25 1 . Because it does not allow artist as much control
over the production of
his images as conventional hand methods
11 k. Not printed by hand printing process
45~
1. Other, please specify:
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8. Can you foresee ever using this technique in the future?
1 20 YES 49 NO
If Yes, under uhat circumstances?
69 a. Artist's request
57 b- !ts ability to print more than is practical by hand methods
iyc' To make original prints available to a larger public at affordable prices
' d. Because it offers greater overall economy than hand printing
17_e- Because it extends the life of the plate, it is able to produce more
prints than are possible by hand printing
44 f. Other, Please specify:__;
If NO, why not?
1J_a. Do not have access to a suitable offset press
Believe it is incapable of maintaining consistant quality from print to print
5c. It is not acceptable to artists
" d. It is not economical
9 e. It is not able to accommodate desireu papers or inks
13 f It is not acceptable to original print buyers
Believe it is incapable of achieving desired aesthetic qualities
21 h. Do not consider prints produced by this means to be original prints
j Print is not made directly from contact between paper and plate
__j
Because it does not allow artist as much control over the production of
his images as conventional hand methods
13 k. Not printed by hand printing process
8 1. Other, please specify:
9. In your opinion, is this technique ever acceptable for the production of original
fine art prints? 144 YES 27 NO Autographic artists books? 143 YES 0 NO
10. Do you see any advantage in this technique over making photomechanical reproduc
tions from original images?
140 YES 27 NO
11. Have you ever exhibited prints produced through this technique?
82 YES 87 NO
12. Have you ever sold original fine prints produced through this technique? :
75 YES 84 NO
13. Have you ever purchased a print produced through this technique? [
^Q YES 1JJ2.N0
If YES, which of the following most influenced your
decision? >
28 a. The artist's reputation
21 b. the price ,
0 c. the size of the edition
19 d. the physical qualities of the
print
23 e. a positive response to the image
7f . Other, please specify: _____ I
14. Would you like to receive the
results of the completed study?
YES NO
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR TIME
AND COOPERATION:
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Response Data: Printer of Original Pine Prints (>_>
Iw^cttICATE Y0UR RESPSE TO EACH QUESTION IN THE APPROPRIATE SPACE. DISREGARD
ANY QUESTION WHICH IS NOT WITHIN THE REALM OF YOUR PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE. THANK YOU.
1. Please indicate your principal occupation (s) .
/_$_a. Printer of original fine prints
b. Publisher of original fine prints
c. Dealer for original fine prints
d. Printmaker/Artist
e. Gallery director specializing in original graphics
f- Publisher of artists books
Printmaking teacher
h. Print exhibition juror
1- Publisher of art reproductions
Print collector
k. Museum print curator
1. Print critic
m. Other, Please specify:
2. Are you aware of the technique of printing hand-drawn, direct imaged lithographic
plates on an offset press?
/ NO
3. Have you ever seen a print produced through this technique?
l_ NO
4. Have you ever used this technique to produce an edition of original fine art prints?
7 YES // NO
If yes, what was the approximate size of the edition?
Were they printed in a single color or multicolor ?
5. Have you ever used this technique to produce autographic artists books? (These
are defined as any works containing original graphic images produced from direct
imaging techniques which exploit the given physical form of the book. Their
statements are within the context of visual art rather than literature.)
J YES /V NO
6. If YES to either question 4 or 5 , what were your reasons for using this technique?
3a. Artist's request
3b. Its ability to print more than is practical by hand methods
/ c. To make original prints available to a larger public at affordable prices
2.d. Because it offers greater overall economy than hand printing
_?e.Because it extends the life of the plate, it is able to produce more
prints than are possible by hand printing
3i - Other, Please specify:
7. If you answered NO to both question 4 and 5, what were your reasons for not using
this technique?
_fa. Do not have access to a suitable offset press
fib. Believe it is incapable of maintaining consistant quality
form print to print
/ c. It is not acceptable to artists
/ d. It is not economical
/ e. It is not able to accommodate desired papers
or inks
Of. It Is not acceptable to orginial print buyers
/ g. Believe it is incapable of achieving
desired aesthetic qualities
2Th. Do not consider prints produced by this means to be orginal prints
6 i. Print is not made directly from
contact between paper and plate
~2\ . Because it does not allow artist as much control over
the production of
his images as conventional hand
methods
Qy.. Not printed by hand printing
process
yi. Other, please specify: .
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Can you foresee ever using this technique in the future?
A5"
YES 2. NO
If Yes, under what circumstances?
II a. Artist's request
Its ability to print more than is practical by hand methods
To make original prints available to a larger public at affordable prices
Because it offers greater overall economy than hand printing
Because it extends the life of the plate, it is able to produce more




If NO, why not?
2. a- Do not have access to a suitable offset press
Believe it is incapable of maintaining consistant quality from print to print
_?c. It is not acceptable to artists
It is not economical
_?e.It is not able to accommodate desired papers or inks
_)
J. It is not acceptable to original print buyers
Believe it is incapable of achieving desired aesthetic qualities
Do not consider prints produced by this means to be original prints
_> j . Print is not made directly from contact between paper and plate
___j
. Because it does not allow artist as much control over the production of
his images as conventional hand methods
_?k.Not printed by hand printing process
/ 1. Other, please specify:
9. In your opinion, is this technique ever acceptable for the production of original
fine art prints?
/5"
YES 0 NO Autographic artists books? /& YES _7 NO
10. Do you see any advantage in this
technique over making photomechanical reproduc
tions from original images?
/fYES _7N0
11. Have you ever exhibited prints produced through this technique?
_y YES /<gN0
12. Have you ever sold original fine prints produced
through this technique?
I, YES /_)N0
13. Have you ever purchased a print produced
through this technique?
q YES
If YES. which of the following most
influenced your decision?
2_a. The artist's reputation
/ b. the price
_Jc. the size of the edition
2- d. the physical qualities of
the print
2 e. a positive response to the
image
Z.f. Other, please specify:__ . .
14. Would you like to receive
the results of the
completed study?
YES NO
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR
TIME AND COOPERATION:
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Response Data: Publisher of Original Fine Prints (b)
PLEASE INDICATE YOUR RESPONSE TO EACH QUESTION IN THE APPROPRIATE SPACE. DISREGARD
ANY QUESTION WHICH IS NOT WITHIN THE REALM OF YOUR PROFESSIONAL EXPERIF.NCF. THANK YOU.
1. Please indicate your principal occupation(s).
a. Printer of original fine prints
^5*b. Publisher of original fine prints
c. Dealer for original fine prints
d. Printmaker/Artist
e. Gallery director specializing in original graphics
f. Publisher of artists books
g. Printmaking teacher
h. Print exhibition juror
i. Publisher of art reproductions
j. Print collector
k. Museum print curator
1, Print critic
m. Other, Please specify: .
2. Are you aware of the technique of printing hand-drawn,
direct imaged lithographic




3. Have you ever seen a print produced
through this technique?
/? YES NO
4. Have you ever used this
technique to produce an
edition of original fine art
prints?
& YES /9 NO
If yes, what was the
approximate size of the
edition?
Were they printed in a
single color or
multicolor ?




are defied as any works containing
original graphic
images produced from direct
imaging techniques
which exploit the given
physical form of the book.
Their
statements are within the
context of visual art
rather than literature.)
_f
YES 2 I NO
, ,_ ?<-- A nr S what were your reasons
for using this
technique?
If YES to either




is practical by hand methods
t^ TO make original prints available to a larger public
at a ordable
prices




Secaute It extends^ life of the plate, it is able to
produce more
prints than are





-. /. ,,4 s what were vour reasons
for not using
If you answered NO
to both question
4 and 5, y
this technique?
jjz It is not
acceptable to
artists
It 11 not Ibin'a^odate desired
papers or inks
_: It is not acceptable to^^^.^ aualltles
JT,. Believe it is
incapab e o ach g
^ ^ ^ ^^
^^
,.




























If Yes, under what circumstances?
Artist's request
J__b. Its ability to print more than is practical by hand methods
To make original prints available to a larger public at affordable prices
Because it offers greater overall economy than hand printing
Because it extends the life of the plate, it is able to produce more
prints than are possible by hand printing





Do not have access to a suitable offset press
Believe it is incapable of maintaining consistant quality from print to print
It is not acceptable to artists
It is not economical
It is not able to accommodate desired papers or inks
It is not acceptable to original print buyers
Believe it is incapable of achieving desired aesthetic qualities
Do not consider prints produced by this means to be original prints
Print is not made directly from contact between paper and plate
Because it does not allow artist as much control over the production of
his images as conventional hand methods
Not printed by hand printing process
Other, please specify:
9. In your opinion, is this technique ever acceptable for the production of original
fine art prints? / YES Autographic artists books? / YES O NO
10. Do you see any advantage in this technique over making photomechanical reproduc
tions from original images?
Z^YES V NO
11. Have you ever exhibited prints produced through this technique?
13 YES
12. Have you ever sold original fine prints produced through this technique?
// YES IQ NO
13. Have you ever purchased a print produced through this
technique?
22_YES
If YES, which of the following most influenced
your decision?
(, a. The artist '= reputation
jb. the price
0c. the size of the edition




/ f . Other, please specify: _
14. Would you like to receive
the results of the completed
study?
YES NO
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR
TIME AND COOPERATION:
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Be3p0n3e Data: t^^ for o_._g1ria1 vi Printa ^
I^UESTION^ICh'tSW0^^
T EAC" QUESTIN IN E*"> SPACE. DISREGARDANY QUESTI N WH CH IS NOT WITHIN THE REALM OF YOUR PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE. THANK YO.
Please indicate your principal occupation(s).
Printer of original fine prints
Publisher of original fine prints
Dealer for original fine prints
Printmaker/Artist
Gallery director specializing in original graphics
Publisher of artists books
Printmaking teacher
Print exhibition juror














2. Are you aware of the technique of printing hand-drawn, direct imaged lithographic




3. Have you ever seen a print produced through this technique?
JS YES ^ NO
4. Have you ever
.used this technique to produce an edition of original fine art prints'
S YES J^- NO
If yes, what was the approximate size of the edition?
Were they printed in a single color or multicolor ?
5. Have you ever used this technique to produce autographic artists books? (These
are defined as any works containing original graphic images produced from direct
imaging techniques which exploit the given physical form of the book. Their
statements are within the context of visual art rather than literature.)
J YES /<" NO
6. If YES to either question 4 or 5, what were your reasons for using this technique?
Artist's request
/ b. Its ability to print more than is practical by hand methods
/ c. To make original prints available to a larger public at affordable prices
/ d. Because it offers greater overall economy than hand printing
0 e. Because it extends the life of the plate, it is able to produce more
prints than are possible by hand printing
jL.i . Other, Please specify:
7. If you answered NO to both question 4 and 5, what were your reasons for not using
this technique?
\ a. Do not have access to a suitable offset press
Believe it is incapable of maintaining consistant quality form print to print
/ c. It is not acceptable to artists
Q d. It is not economical
% e. It is not able to accommodate desired papers or Inks
It Is not acceptable to orginial print buyers
Believe it is incapable of achieving desired aesthetic qualities
tf h. Do not consider prints produced by this means to
be orglnal prints
;_j. Print is not made directly from contact between paper and plate
__"j
. Because it does not allow artist as much control over the production of
his images as conventional hand methods




8. Can you foresee ever using this technique in the future?
J____YES
If Yes, under what circumstances?
Artist's request
Its ability to print more than is practical by hand methods
To make original prints available to a larger public at affordable prices
Because it offers greater overall economy than hand printing
Because it extends the life of the plate, it is able to produce more











Do not have access to a suitable offset press
Believe it is incapable of maintaining consistant quality from print to print
It is not acceptable to artists
It is not economical
It is not able to accommodate desired papers or inks
It is not acceptable to original print buyers
Believe it is incapable of achieving desired aesthetic qualities
Do not consider prints produced by this means to be original prints
Print is not made directly from contact between paper and plate
Because it does not allow artist as much control over the production of
his images as conventional hand methods
Not printed by hand printing process
Other, please specify:
9. In your opinion, is this technique ever acceptable for the production of original
fine art prints? Autographic artists books? /Z YES Q NO
10. Do you see any advantage in this technique over making photomechanical reproduc
tions from original images?
*j NO
11. Have you ever exhibited prints produced through this technique?
A? YES 6 NO
12. Have you ever sold original fine prints produced through this technique?
10 YES
13. Have you ever purchased a print produced through this technique?
10 YES 7 NO
If YES, which of the following most influenced your decision?
The artist's reputation
the price
_c. the size of the edition
the physical qualities of the print
a positive response to the
image
/ f. Other, please specify:
14. Would you like to receive the
results of the completed study?
YES NO
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Response Data: Printaaker/A-r-Hg+ (_)
^1;^^;^^
T EACH qUESTl E OPATE SPACE. DISREGARDANY QUESTION WHICH IS NOT WITHIN THE REALM OF YOUR PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE. THANK YOU
Please indicate your principal occupation (s) .
a. Printer of original fine prints
Publisher of original fine prints
Dealer for original fine prints
Printmaker/Artist
Gallery director specializing in original graphics
Publisher of artists books
Printmaking teacher
Print exhibition juror












2. Are you aware of the technique of printing hand-drawn, direct imaged lithographic
plates on an offset press?
31 YES J_ NO
3. Have you ever seen a print produced through this technique?
27-
YES V NO
4. Haye you ever used this technique to produce an edition of original fine art prints?
9 YES */ NO
If yes, what was the approximate size of the edition?
Were they printed in a single color or multicolor ?
5. Have you ever used this technique to produce autographic artists books? (These
are defined as any works containing original graphic images produced from direct
imaging techniques which exploit the given physical form of the book. Their





6. If YES to either question 4 or 5, what were your reasons for using this technique?
2. a. Artist's request
3 b. Its ability to print more than is practical by hand methods
To make original prints available to a larger public at affordable prices
Because it offers greater overall economy than hand printing
J e. Because it extends the life of the plate, it is able to produce more
prints than are possible by hand printing
?f. Other, Please specify:
If you answered NO to both question 4 and 5, what were your reasons for not using
this technique?
//a. Do not have access to a suitable offset press
2_b. Believe it is incapable of maintaining consistant quality form print to print
It is not acceptable to artists
It is not economical
It is not able to accommodate desired papers or Inks
/ f . It is not acceptable to orginial
print buyers
Believe it is incapable of achieving desired aesthetic
qualities
/ h. Do not consider prints
produced by this means to be orginal prints
01. Print is not made directly from contact between paper
and plate
~j. Because it does not allow artist as much control over the production of
his images as conventional hand
methods
Not printed by hand printing
process
Other, please specify: .
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Can you foresee ever using this technique in the future?
2.1 YES 9 NO
If Yes, under what circumstances?
/ a. Artist's request
Its ability to print more than is practical by hand methods
To make original prints available to a larger public at affordable prices
Because it offers greater overall economy than hand printing
Because it extends the life of the plate, it is able to produce more
prints than are possible by hand printing
J__f. Other, Please specify:
If NO, why not?
Do not have access to a suitable offset press
Believe it is incapable of maintaining consistant quality from print to print
J__c. It is not acceptable to artists
It is not economical
It is not able to accommodate desired papers or inks
/ f- It is not acceptable to original print buyers
J__g. Believe it is incapable of achieving desired aesthetic qualities
Do not consider prints produced by this means to be original prints
___}
. Print is not made directly from contact between paper and plate
___j
. Because it does not allow artist as much control over the production of
his images as conventional hand methods
Not printed by hand printing process
Other, please specify:
9. In your opinion, is this technique ever acceptable for the production of original
fine art prints? 2 (a YES Autographic artists books? 6 NO
10. Do you see any advantage in this technique over making photomechanical reproduc
tions from original images?
H NO
11. Have you ever exhibited prints produced through this technique?
JO YES
12. Have you ever sold original fine prints produced through this technique?
Jt> YES /f NO
13. Have you ever purchased a print produced through this technique?
_T YES .ZZNO
If YES, which of the following most influenced your decision?
3 a. The artist's reputation
3 b. the price
Q c. the size of the edition
J d. the physical qualities of the
print
g
e. a positive response to
the image
Other, please specify: . __
14. Would you like to receive the
results of the completed study?
YES NO
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR TIME
AND COOPERATION:
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ANY QUESTION WHICH IS NOT WITHIN THE REALM OF YOUR PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE. THANK YOU.
1. Please indicate your principal occupation(s).
a. Printer of original fine prints
Publisher of original fine prints
c. Dealer for original fine prints
d. Printmaker/Artist
t__e. Callery director specializing in original graphics
f- Publisher of artists books
R- Printmaking teacher
h. Print exhibition juror
* Publisher of art reproductions
j. Print collector
k. Museum print curator
1. Print critic
m. Other, Please specify:
Are you aware of the technique of printing hand-drawn, direct imaged lithographic
plates on an offset press?
IZ YES NO
Have you ever seen a print produced through this technique?
II YES J_ NO
Have you ever used this technique to produce an edition of original fine art prints'
3. YES // NO
If yes, what was the approximate size of the edition?
Were they printed in a single color or multicolor ?
5. Have you ever used this technique to produce autographic artists books? (These
are defined as any works containing original graphic images produced from direct
imaging techniques which exploit the given physical form of the book. Their
statements are within the context of visual art rather than literature.)
Q YES // NO
6. If YES to either question 4 or 5, what were your reasons for using this technique?
Artist's request
/ b. Its ability to print more than is practical by band methods
/ c. To make original prints available to a larger public at affordable prices
_)
d. Because it offers greater overall economy than hand printing
_)
e. Because it extends the. life of the plate, it is able to produce more
prints than are possible by hand printing
/ f . Other, Please specify:
7. If you answered NO to both question 4 and 5, what were your reasons for not using
this technique?
I a. Do not have access to a suitable offset press
Believe It is incapable of maintaining consistant quality form print to print
It is not acceptable to artists
It is not economical
Qe. It is not able to accommodate desired papers or
inks
It is not acceptable to orginial print buyers
_g. Believe it is incapable of achieving
desired aesthetic qualities
Do not consider prints produced by this means to be orginal prints
Print is not made directly from contact between paper
and plate
II. Because it does not allow artist
as much control over the production of
his images as conventional hand
methods
/ k. Not printed by hand printing
process
Other, please specify: _
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Can you foresee ever using this technique in the future?
10 YES 3 NO




Jb. Its ability to print more than is practical by hand methods
3c. To make original prints available to a larger public at affordable prices
3d. Because it offers greater overall economy than hand printing
Because it extends the life of the plate, it is able to produce more
prints than are possible by hand printing
Other, Please specify:
If NO, why not?
Do not have access to a suitable offset press
Believe it is incapable of maintaining consistant quality from print to print
It is not acceptable to artists
j__d. It is not economical
It is not able to accommodate desired papers or inks
It is not acceptable to original print buyers
j__g. Believe it is incapable of achieving desired aesthetic qualities
Do not consider prints produced by this means to be original prints
___j
. Print is not made directly from contact between paper and plate
Q\ Because it does not allow artist as much control over the production of
his images as conventional hand methods
/ k. Not printed by hand printing process
_> 1. Other, please specify:
9. In your opinion, is this technique ever acceptable for the production of original
fine art prints? 12. YES / NO Autographic artists books? // YES Q NO
10. Do you see any advantage in this technique over making photomechanical reproduc
tions from original images?
// YES 2. NO
11. Have you ever. exhibited prints produced through this technique?
9 YES 3 NO
12. Have you ever sold original fine prints produced through this technique?
IQ YES 2. NO
13. Have you ever purchased a print produced through this technique?
YES
If YES, which of the following most influenced your decision?
The artist's reputation
the price
the size of the edition
the physical qualities of the print
a positive response to the
image
Of. Other, please specify: . _ ,
14. Would you like to receive the
results of the completed study?
YES NO
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR TIME
AND COOPERATION:
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Response Data: Publisher of Artists Books (f )
I^fLINDICATE YUR RESP0NSE EACH QUESTION IN THE APPROPRIATE SPACE. DISREGARD
ANY QUESTION WHICH IS NOT WITHIN THE REALM OF YOUR PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE . THANK YOU.
1. Please Indicate your principal occupation(s) .
a- Printer of original fine prints
b. Publisher of original fine prints
c- dealer for original fine prints
d. Printmaker/Artist
e. Gallery director specializing in original graphics
Publisher of artists books
R. Printmaking teacher
h. Print exhibition juror
* Publisher of art reproductions
,1
. Print collector
k. Museum print curator
1. Print critic
m. Other, Please specify:
2. Are you aware of the technique of printing hand-drawn, direct imaged lithographic
plates on an offset press?
Z. NO
3. Have you ever seen a print produced through this technique?
0 YES Z. NO
4. Have you ever used this technique to produce an edition of original fiiie art prints?
3 YES NO
If yes, what was the approximate size of the edition?
Were they printed in a single color or multicolor ?
Have you ever used this technique to produce autographic artists books? (These
are defined as any works containing original graphic images produced from direct
imaging techniques which exploit the given physical form of the book. Their
statements are within the context of visual art rather than literature.)
Jg. YES _V NO
If YES to either question 4 or 5, what were your reasons for using this technique?
Artist's request
/ b. Its ability to print more than is practical by hand methods
/ c. To make original prints available to a larger public at affordable prices
(j d. Because it offers greater overall economy than hand printing
Because it extends the life of the plate, it is able to produce more
prints than are possible by hand printing
Other, Please specify:
If you answered NO to both question 4 and 5, what were your reasons for not using
this technique?
/ a. Do not have access to a suitable
offset press
Believe it is incapable of maintaining consistant quality
form print to print
It is not acceptable to artists
It is not economical
Oe. It is not able to accommodate
desired papers or inks
It is not acceptable to orginial
print buyers
Believe it is incapable of achieving
desired aesthetic qualities
Do not consider prints
produced by this means tp be orginal prints
O i. Print is not made directly
from contact between paper and plate
Because it does not allow
artist as much control over the production of
his images as conventional
hand methods











If Yes, under what circumstances?
Artist's request
^_b. Its ability to print more than is practical by hand methods
i.c. To make original prints available to a larger public at affordable prices
Because it offers greater overall economy than hand printing
Because it extends the life of the plate, it is able to produce more
prints than are possible by hand printing
Other, Please specify r__
If NO, why not?
~
~~
Do not have access to a suitable offset press
Believe it is incapable of maintaining consistant quality from print to print
It is not acceptable to artists
___d-It is not economical
i_e. It is not able to accommodate desired papers or inks
J_f. It is not acceptable to original print buyers
Believe it is incapable of achieving desired aesthetic qualities
Do not consider prints produced by this means to be original prints
Print is not made directly from contact between paper and plate
j_j. Because it does not allow artist as much control over the production of
his images as conventional hand methods
Not printed by hand printing process
Other, please specify:
9. In your opinion, is this technique ever acceptable for the production of original
fine art prints? (p YES / NO Autographic artists books? Q NO
10. Do you see any advantage in this technique over making photomechanical reproduc
tions from original images?
H YES 3 NO
11. Have you ever exhibited prints produced, through this technique?
_?
YES
12. Have you ever sold original fine prints produced through this technique?
3 YES 3 NO
13. Have you ever purchased a print produced through this technique?
Z. YES
If YES, which of the following most influenced your decision?
The artist's reputation
. the price
Qc. the size of the edition
O d. the physical qualities of the print
/ e. a positive response to the image
Other, please specify:
14. Would you like to receive the results of the completed study?
YES NO
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR TIME AND COOPERATION:
103
Response Data: Printmaklna; Teacher (e)
PLEASE INDICATE YOUR RESPONSE TO EACH QUESTION IN THE APPROPRIATE SPACE. DISRECARD
ANY QUESTION WHICH IS NOT WITHIN THE REALM OF YOUR PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCF . THANK YOU
Please indicate your principal occupation (s) .
a- Printer of original fine prints
b- Publisher of original fine prints
c- Dealer for original fine prints
d. Printmaker/Artist
e. Gallery director specializing in original graphics
f. Publisher of artists books
Printmaking teacher
h. Print exhibition juror
! Publisher of art reproductions
J. Print collector
k. Museum print curator
1. Print critic
m. Other, Please specify:
2. Are you aware of the technique of printing hand-drawn, direct imaged lithographic
plates on an offset press?
13 YES _? NO
3. Have you ever seen a print produced through this technique?
/ NO
4. Have you ever used this technique to produce an edition of original fine art prints?
(r YES J2~ NO
If yes, what was the approximate size of the edition?
Were they printed in a single color or multicolor ?
5. Have you ever used this technique to produce autographic artists books? (These
are defined as any works containing original graphic images produced from direct
imaging techniques which exploit the given physical form of the book. Their
statements are within the context of visual art rather than literature.)
3 YES /*/ NO
6. If YES to either question 4 or 5, what were your reasons for using this technique?
/a. Artist's request
Its ability to print more than is
practical by hand methods
/ c. To make original prints
available*
to a larger public at affordable prices
/ d. Because it offers greater overall economy
than hand printing
/ e. Because it extends the life of the plate, it is able to produce more
prints than are possible by hand printing
Other, Please specify:
If you answered NO to both question 4 and 5, what were your
reasons for not using
this technique?
Do not have access to a suitable
offset press
lb. Believe it is incapable of maintaining
consistant quality form print to print
It is not acceptable to artists
It is not economical
Ie.. It is not able to accommodate desired
papers or inks
Of- It is not acceptable to
orginial print buyers
Believe it is incapable of achieving
desired aesthetic qualities
jOh. Do not consider prints
produced by this means to be orginal prints
/>i. Print is not made directly
from contact between paper and plate
Because it does not
allow artist as much control
over the production of
his images as
conventional hand methods






8. Can you foresee ever using this technique in the future?
If Yes, under what circumstances?
/a. Artist's request
_rb. Its ability to print more than is practical by hand methods
To make original prints available to a larger public at affordable prices
Because it offers greater overall economy than hand printing
Because it extends the life of the plate, it is able to produce more
prints than are possible by hand printing
fef Other, Please specify:
If NO, why not?
/ a. Do not have access to a suitable offset press
_b. Believe it is incapable of maintaining consistant quality from print to print
Q c. It is not acceptable to artists
0 d. It is not economical
e. It is not able to accommodate desired papers or inks
0 f It is not acceptable to original print buyers
Believe it is incapable of achieving desired aesthetic qualities
Do not consider prints produced by this means to be original prints
_2_j
. Print is not made directly from contact between paper and plate
_j__j
. Because it does not allow artist as much control over the production of
his images as conventional hand methods
I k. Not printed by hand printing process
Z-l. Other, please specify:
9. In your opinion, is this technique ever acceptable for the production of original
fine art prints? / NO Autographic artists books? O NO
10. Do you see any advantage in this technique over making photomechanical reproduc
tions from original images?
f) NO
11. Have you ever exhibited prints produced through this technique?
9 YES 9 NO
12. Have you ever sold original fine prints produced through this technique?
/_)YES
13. Have you ever purchased a print produced through this
technique?
3 YES /_N0
If YES, which of the following most influenced
your decision?
I a. The artist 's reputation
the price
the size of the edition
the physical qualities of the
print
a positive response to the
image
/ f . Other, please specify:_ _
14. Would you like to receive
the results of the completed study?
YES NO




Data: Print Ifehib'tion Juror Chifl-ASE H_..,U. 1_U L_m,,_ LU^ui
^oU^lTTH-1
APPROPRIATE SPACE. DISREGARD
ANY QUESTION WHICH IS NOT WITHIN THE REALM OF YOUR PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE THANK YOU.
1. Please indicate your principal occupation (s) .
a- Printer of original fine prints
Publisher of original fine prints
Dealer for original fine prints
Printmaker/Artist
Gallery director specializing in original graphics
Publisher of artists books
Printmaking teacher
Print exhibition juror















2. Are you aware of the technique of printing hand-drawn, direct imaged lithographic
plates on an offset press?
f YES _7 NO
3. Have you ever seen a print produced through this technique?
? YES / NO
4. Have you ever used this technique to produce an edition of original fine art prints?
3 YES fr NO
If yes, what was the approximate size of the edition?
Were they printed in a single color or multicolor ?
6.
Have you ever used this technique to produce autographic artists books? (These
are defined as any works containing original graphic images produced from direcc
Imaging techniques which exploit the given physical form of the book. Their




If YES to either question 4 or 5 , what were your reasons for using this technique?
3 a. Artist's request
Its ability to print more than
is practical by hand methods
To make original prints available to a larger public at
affordable prices
Because it offers greater overall economy than hand printing
Because it extends the life of the plate, it is able to
produce more





7. If you answered NO to both question 4 and 5, what
were your reasons for not using
this technique?
/a. Do not have access to a suitable
offset press
Believe it is incapable of maintaining
consistant quality form print to print
It is not acceptable to
artists
It is not economical
It is not able to accommodate
desired papers or inks
It is not acceptable to
orginlal print buyers
Believe it is incapable of achieving
desired aesthetic qualities
Do not consider prints
produced by this means to be orginal
prints
Print is not made directly
from contact between paper and plate
Because it does not allow
artist as much control over
the production of
his images as conventional
hand methods









Can you foresee ever using this technique in the future?
J-
YES */ NO
If Yes, under what circumstances?
*7 a. Artist's request
Its ability to print more than is practical by hand methods
To make original prints available to a larger public at affordable prices
Because it offers greater overall economy than hand printing
j_e. Because it extends the life of the plate, it is able to produce more
prints than are possible by hand printing
Other, Please specify:
If NO, why not?
I a. Do not have access to a suitable offset press
Believe it is incapable of maintaining consistant quality from print to print
It is not acceptable to artists
It is not economical
/ e. It is not able to accommodate desired papers or inks
It is not acceptable to original print buyers
Believe it is incapable of achieving desired aesthetic qualities
Do not consider prints produced by this means to be original prints
__j
. Print is not made directly from contact between paper and plate
___j
. Because it does not allow artist as much control over the production of
his images as conventional hand methods
/ k. Not printed by hand printing process
01. Other, please specify:
9. In your opinion, is this technique ever acceptable for the
production of original
fine art prints? f YES 3 NO Autographic artists books? g YES Q NO
10. Do you see any advantage in this technique over making
photomechanical reproduc
tions from original images?
g*
YES / NO
11. Have you ever exhibited prints produced through this
technique?
S YES / NO
12. Have you ever sold original fine prints
produced through this technique?
___JES
13. Have you ever purchased a print
produced through this technique?
I, YES
If YES, which of the following most
influenced your decision?
3a. The artist's reputation
the price
Oc. the size of the edition




. Other, please specify: __
-
14. Would you like to
receive the results of the
completed study?
YES NO
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR
TIME AND COOPERATION:
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Response Data: Publisher of art Reproductions (1)
lAZ
"""" YUR RESPNSE T0 EAC" Q^STION IN THE APPROPRIATE SPACE". DISREGARD
ANY QUESTION WHICH IS NOT WITHIN THE REALM OF YOUR PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE. THANK YOU.
1. Please indicate your principal occupation (s).
a- Printer of original fine prints
Publisher of original fine prints
c- Dealer for original fine prints
d. Printmaker/Artist
e. Gallery director specializing in original graphics
f- Publisher of artists books
R- Printmaking teacher
h. Print exhibition juror
.3"i-Publisher of art reproductions
,1. Print collector
k. Museum print curator
1. Print critic
m. Other, Please specify:
2. Are you aware of the technique of printing hand-drawn, direct imaged lithographic
plates on an offset press?
V YES / NO
3. Have you ever seen a print produced through this technique?
3 YES / NO
4. Have you ever used this technique to produce an edition of original fine art prints?
3 YES / NO
If yes, what was the approximate size of the edition?
Were they printed in a single color or multicolor ?
5. Have you ever used this technique to produce autographic artists books? (These
are defined as any works containing original graphic images produced from direct
imaging techniques which exploit the given physical form of the book. Their
statements are within the context of visual art rather than literature.)
3 NO
6. If YES to either question 4 or 5, what were your reasons for using this technique?
Q a. Artist's request
b. Its ability to print more than is practical by hand methods
/ c. To make original prints available to a larger public at affordable prices
/ d. Because It offers greater overall economy than hand printing
j__e. Because It extends the life of the plate, it Is able to produce more
prints than are possible by hand printing
Other, Please specify:
7. If you answered NO to both question 4 and 5, what were your
reasons for not using
this technique?
j__a. Do not have access to a suitable
offset press
Believe it is incapable of maintaining
consistant quality form print to print
It is not acceptable to artists
It Is not economical
It is not able to accommodate
desired papers or inks
j__f. It is not acceptable to
orginial print buyers
Believe it is incapable of achieving
desired aesthetic qualities
Do not consider prints
produced by this means to be orginal
prints
Print is not made directly from
contact between paper and plate
J_J. Because it does not allow
artist as much control over the production of
his images as conventional
hand methods





8. Can you foresee ever using this technique in the future?
3 YES Q NO
If Yes, under what circumstances?
Artist's request
Its ability to print more than is practical by hand methods
To make original prints available to a larger public at affordable prices
Because it offers greater overall economy than hand printing
'
Because it extends the life of the plate, it is able to produce more
prints than are possible by hand printing
Other, Please specify:
If NO, why not?
Do not have access to a suitable offset press
Believe it is incapable of maintaining consistant quality from print to print
It is not acceptable to artists
It is not economical
J__e. It is not able to accommodate desired papers or inks
It is not acceptable to original print buyers
Q R- Believe it is incapable of achieving desired aesthetic qualities
0 h. Do not consider prints produced by this means to be original prints
___j
. Print is not made directly from contact between paper and plate
Q\ - Because it does not allow artist as much control over the production of
his images as conventional hand methods
Not printed by hand printing process
Other, please specify:
9. In your opinion, is this technique ever acceptable for the production of original
fine art prints? O NO Autographic artists books? NO
10. Do you see any advantage in this technique over making photomechanical reproduc
tions from original images?
3 YES Q NO
11. Have you ever exhibited prints produced through this technique?
/ YES
12. Have you ever sold original fine prints produced through this technique?
_
YES / NO
13. Have you ever purchased a print produced through this technique?
I YES




the size of the edition
the physical qualities of the print
a positive response to the image
Other, please specify: .
14. Would you like to receive the
results of the completed study?
YES NO
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR TTME AND
COOPERATION:
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Response Data: Print Collector (.1)
^AQUEST?0NALEIGHL'ls"N0Twf
T "^ Q"ESI1 "=^SPACE. DISREGARDANY QUESTIO WHICH IS NOT WITHIN THE REALM OF YOUR PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE. THANK YOU
7.
Please indicate your principal occupation(s) .
_
a. Printer of original fine prints
Publisher of original fine prints
Dealer for original fine prints
Printmaker/Artist
Gallery director specializing in original graphics
Publisher of artists books
Printmaking teacher
Print exhibition juror

















2. Are you aware of the technique of printing hand-drawn, direct imaged lithographic
plates on an offset press?
/ NO
3. Have you ever seen a print produced through this technique?
13 YES _ NO
4. Have you ever used this technique to produce an edition of original fine art prints'
S"
YES /Q NO
If yes, what was the approximate size of the edition?_
Were they printed in a single color or multicolor
5. Have you ever used this technique to produce autographic artists books? (These
are defined as any works containing original graphic images produced from direct
imaging techniques which exploit the given physical form of the book. Their
statements are within the context of visual art rather than literature.)
3 YES 9 NO
6. If YES to either question 4 or 5, what were your reasons for using this technique?
Artist's request
Its ability to print more than is practical by hand methods
2 c. To make original prints available to a larger public at affordable prices
/ d. Because it offers greater overall economy than hand printing
/ e. Because it extends the life of the plate, it is able to produce more
prints than are possible by hand printing
3.i. Other, Please specify:
If you answered NO to both question 4 and 5, what were your reasons for not using
this technique?
/ a. Do not have access to a suitable offset press
Believe it is incapable of maintaining consistant quality form print to print
It is not acceptable to artists
It is not economical
It is not able to accommodate desired papers or inks
It is not acceptable to orglnial print buyers
Believe it is Incapable of achieving desired aesthetic qualities
Do not consider prints produced by this means to be orginal prints
Print is not made directly from contact between paper and plate
Because it does not allow artist as much control over the production of
his images as conventional hand methods









8. Can you foresee ever using this technique in the future?
y-
YES
If Yes, under what circumstances?
O a. Artist's request
Its ability to print more than is practical by hand methods
To make original prints available to a larger public at affordable prices
Because it offers greater overall economy than hand printing
Because it extends the life of the plate, it is able to produce more
prints than are possible by hand printing
Other, Please specify:
JS-
If NO, why not?
Do not have access to a suitable offset press
Believe it is incapable of maintaining consistant quality from print to print
J_c. It is not acceptable to artists
Q d. It is not economical
It is not able to accommodate desired papers or inks
/ f- It is not acceptable to original print buyers
/ % Believe it is incapable of achieving desired aesthetic qualities
Do not consider prints produced by this means to be original prints
/ 1 Print is not made directly from contact between paper and plate
jZj Because it does not allow artist as much control over the production of
his images as conventional hand methods
Not printed by hand printing process
/ 1. Other, please specify:
9. In your opinion, is this technique ever acceptable for the production of original
fine art prints? // YES 3 NO Autographic artists books? /_. YES C HO
10. Do you see any advantage in this technique over making photomechanical reproduc
tions from original images?
I NO
11. Have you ever exhibited prints produced through this technique?
S NO
12. Have you ever sold original fine prints produced through this technique?
J__N0
13. Have you ever purchased a print produced through this
technique?
& YES
If YES, which of the following most influenced your
decision?
2. a. The artist's reputation
2. b. the price
the size of the edition
; d. the physical
qualities of the print
/ e. a positive
response to the image
Q f . Other, please
specify:
.
14. Would you like to
receive the results of the completed
study?
YES NO




Response Data: Kubp^ Print (m*. (k)
I^oLstL^t^
RESP0>,SE T EACH UESTIM IN E APPROPRIATE SPACE. DISREGARD
ANY QUESTION WHICH IS NOT WITHIN THE REALM OF YOUR PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE. THANK YOU.
1. Please indicate your principal occupation (s) .
a. Printer of original fine prints
Publisher of original fine prints
Dealer for original fine prints
Printmaker/Artist
Gallery director specializing in original graphics
Publisher of artists books
Printmaking teacher
Print exhibition juror
















2. Are you aware of the technique of printing hand-drawn, direct imaged lithographic
plates on an offset press?
9 YES 3 NO
3"
HaZ? yU SVer Seen a PrinC Produced through this technique?
r yes y NO
4. Have you ever used this technique to produce an edition of original fine art prints?
0 YES NO
If yes, what was the approximate size of the edition?
Were they printed in a single color or multicolor ?
5. Have you ever used this technique to produce autographic artists books? (These
are defined as any works containing original graphic images produced from direct
imaging techniques which exploit the given physical form of the book. Their




6. If YES to either question 4 or 5, what were your reasons for using this technique?
2.3.. Artist's request
_Jb.Its ability to print more than is practical by hand methods
To make original prints available to a larger public at affordable prices
_)
d. Because it offers greater overall economy than hand printing
Because it extends the life of the plate, it is able to produce more
prints than are possible by hand printing
0f, Other, Please specify:








Do not have access to a suitable offset press
Believe it is incapable of maintaining consistant quality form print to print
It is not acceptable to artists
It is not economical
It is not able to accommodate desired papers
or inks
It is not acceptable to orglnial print
buyers
Believe it Is incapable of achieving
desired aesthetic qualities
Do not consider prints produced by this means to
be orginal prints
Print is not made directly from contact
between paper and plate
Because it does not allow artist
as much control over the production of
his images as conventional hand
methods
Not printed by hand printing
process
Other, please specify: . .
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Can you foresee ever using this technique in the future?
Z YES 3 NO
If Yes, under what circumstances?
0 a. Artist's request
&J>. Its ability to print more than is practical by hand methods
To make original prints available to a larger public at affordable prices
Because it offers greater overall economy than hand printing
Because it extends the life of the plate, it is able to produce more
prints than are possible by hand printing
Other, Please specify:
If NO, why not?
Do not have access to _ suitable offset press
Believe it is incapable of maintaining consistant quality from print to print
Cf c- It is not acceptable to artists
It is not economical
It is not able to accommodate desired papers or inks
It is not acceptable to original print buyers
J_g. Believe it is incapable of achieving desired aesthetic qualities
Do not consider prints produced by this means to be original prints
_____
. Print is not made directly from contact between paper and plate
/ i Because it does not allow artist as much control over the production of
his images as conventional hand methods
Not printed by hand printing process
' 1. Other, please specify:
9. In your opinion, is this technique ever acceptable for the production of original
fine art prints? / NO Autographic artists books? & YES
10. Do you see any advantage in this technique over making photomechanical reproduc
tions from original images?
V NO
11. Have you ever exhibited prints produced through this technique?
*f YES
12. Have you ever sold original fine prints produced through this technique?
_? YES f NO
13. Have you ever purchased a print produced through this technique?
3 YES
If YES. which of the following most influenced your decision?
I a. The artist's reputation
the price
the size of the edition
2 d. the physical qualities of the
print
3 e. a positive response to the image
JJ.. Other, please specify:
14. Would you like to receive the results
of the completed study?
YES NO
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR TIME AND
COOPERATION:
113
Response Data: Print Critic (1)
Itv^L^?1"" Y0UR RESPNSE EACH QUESTI0N IN E APPROPRIATE SPACE. DISREGARD
ANY QUESTION WHICH IS NOT WITHIN THE REALM OF YOUR PROFESSIONAL EXPERIFNCF. THANK YC
1. Please indicace your principal occupation (s) .
Printer of original fine prints
Publisher of original fine prints
Dealer for original fine prints
Printmaker/Art is t
Gallery director specializing in original graphics
Publisher of artists books
Printmaking teacher
Print exhibition juror













2. Are you aware of the technique of printing hand-drawn, direct imaged litho
plates on an offset press?
YES NO
gran>ic
Have you ever seen a print produced through this technique?
YES NO
Have you ever used this technique to produce an edition of original fine art prints?
YES NO
If yes, what was the approximate size of the edition?
Were they printed in a single color or multicolor
5. Have you ever used this technique to produce autograph!p''artists books? (These
are defined as any works containing original graphic iAages produced from direct
imaging techniques which exploit the given physical ./orm of the book. Their
statements are within the context of visual art rattier than literature.)
YES NO
If YES to either question 4 or 5, what were reasons for using this technique?
a. Artist's request
b. Its ability to print more than is practical by hand methods
c. To make, original prints available/to a larger public
at affordable prices
d. Because it offers greater overall economy than hand printing
e. Because It extends the life o/ the plate, it is able to produce more
prints than are possible by/riand printing
f. Other, Please specify:
7. If you answered NO to both/question 4 and 5, what were your reasons
for not using
this technique?
a. Do not have acce/s to a suitable offset
press
b. Believe it is /ncapable of maintaining
consistant quality form print to print
c. It is not acceptable to artists
It is not sfconomical
It is not/able to accommodate
desired papers or inks
It is n6t acceptable to orginial
print buyers
Believe it is incapable of achieving
desired aesthetic qualities
DoZ consider prints produced by this means to be
orginal prints
P/int is not made directly from contact
between paper and plate
Because it does not allow artist
as much control over the production of
his images as conventional
hand methods
Not printed by hand printing
process





Response Data: Other fm)
I^Lf
DICATE YUR RESt,NSE T0 EA QUESTION IN THE APPROPRIATE SPACE. DISREGARD
ANY QUESTION WHICH IS NOT WITHIN THE REALM OF YOUR PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE. THANK YOU.
1. Please indicate your principal occupation(s) .
a. Printer of original fine prints
Publisher of original fine prints
Dealer for original fine prints
Printmaker/Artist
Gallery director specializing in original graphics
Publisher of artists books
Printmaking teacher
Print exhibition juror
















Are you aware of the technique of printing hand-drawn, direct imaged lithographic
plates on an offset press?
! 2- YES G NO
3. Have you ever seen a print produced through this technique?
II YES / NO
4. Have you ever used this technique to produce an edition of original fine art prints?
3 YES f- NO
If yes, what was the approximate size of the edition?
Were they printed in a single color or multicolor ?
5. Have you ever used this technique to produce autographic artists books? (These
are defined as any works containing original graphic images produced from direct
imaging techniques which exploit the given physical form of the book. Their
statements are within the context of visual art rather than literature.)
y no
If YES to either question 4 or 5, what were your reasons for using this technique?
/a. Artist's request
/ b. Its ability to print more than is practical by hand methods
2c. To make original prints available to a larger public at affordable prices
3d. Because it offers greater overall economy than hand printing
3 e. Because it extends the life of the plate, it is able to produce more
prints than are possible by hand printing
2.{. Other, Please specify:
7. If you answered NO to both question 4 and 5, what were your reasons for not using
this technique?
2a. Do not have access to a suitable offset press
Believe it is incapable of maintaining consistant quality
form print to print
It is not acceptable to artists
It is not economical
It is not able to accommodate
desired papers or inks
It is not acceptable to orginial
print buyers
Believe it is incapable of achieving
desired aesthetic qualities
Do not consider prints produced by
this means to be orginal prints
Print is not made directly from
contact between paper and plate
Because it does not allow
artist as much control over the production of
his images as conventional
hand methods
Not printed by hand printing
process











Can you foresee ever using this technique in the future?
Q YES
If Yes, under what circumstances?
Artist's request
Its ability to print more than is practical by hand methods
To make original prints available to a larger public at affordable prices
Because it offers greater overall economy than hand printing
Because it extends the life of the plate, it is able to produce more
prints than are possible by hand printing
Other, Please specify:
If NO, why not?
j_?_a. Do not have access to a suitable offset press
Believe it is incapable of maintaining consistant quality from print to print
It is not acceptable to artists
0 d. It is not economical
It is not able to accommodate desired papers or inks
It is not acceptable to original print buyers
/ S- Believe it is incapable of achieving desired aesthetic qualities
Do not consider prints produced by this means to be original prints
->j
- Print is not made directly from contact between paper and -plate
Because it does not allow artist as much control over the production of
his images as conventional hand methods
I k. Not printed by hand printing process
01. Other, please specify:
9. In your opinion, is this technique ever acceptable for the production of original
fine art prints? ff YES 2 wo Autographic artists books? / /) YES 0 NO
10. Do you see any advantage in this technique over making photomechanical reproduc
tions from original images?
f YES ? NO
11. Have you ever exhibited prints produced through this technique?
2 YES g"N0
12. Have you ever sold original fine prints produced through this technique?
2, YES
13. Have you ever purchased a print produced through this technique?
/ YES
If YES, which of the following most influenced your decision?
0 a. The artist's reputation
J b. the price
Q c. the size of the edition
the physical qualities of the print
/ e. a positive response to the
image
_7
f . Other, please specify: _
14. Would you like to receive the
results of the completed study?
YES NO




LIST OF EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS
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LIST OF EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS
PRESS :





Plate Size: 15i" X 20i"




Fype: Successive sheet feeder
Gripper Type: Tumbler
Side guide type: Push




Ronico Super X-Set Black XL93202
Van Son Holland Rubber Base All Purpose Black 10850
Hand Lithographic Inks:
F. Charbonnel Noir Litho Velour - used on the press
without alteration
Graphic Chemical Co. Senefelder's Crayon Black
Hanco Offset Crayon Black
PAPERS :
Commerical Papers:
Strathmore Parchment (100% Rag)











Western Litho ball-grained aluminum .012
Kodak LN negative working presensitized plate
Lith-Kem-Ko Posilith positive working anodized presen
sitized plate
PDI Lithengrave uncoated negative working bi-metal
plate




Lith-Kem-Ko Pure Gum Arabic 14Baume










Anchor Concentrate III fountain solution



























































































































































Korn's Liquid Tusche + Water: Difierent Values
Korn
'





































Dif feren t Lithographic Crayons






















Processing Data: ball-grained aluminum plate
1. Image Plate without counteretching
2. Talc and buff image
3. Etch: phosphoric acid and pure gum arabic 14
Baume. Spot etch PH 1.9; regular etch 2.1 PH.
4. Gum and buff dry
5. Wash-out after at least 15 minutes
6. Dry
7. Clean and Lacquer Thinner
8. Apply Lacquer C and buff dry
9. Apply asphaltum and buff dry
10. Roll-up slowly
11. Proofed 5 times
12. Talc and buff on sixth roll-up
13. Gum
14. Second Etch: PH 2.1; buff dry
15. Washout and put under asphaltum
Press Data:
Ink: Ronico Super X-Set Black
Fountain Solution: Anchor Concentrate III




1. Counteretch: 6 oz . Acetic acid to 1 gal. water
2. Image immediately after counteretching
Steps 3-15 the same as for print 1.
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Press Data:
Ink: Ronico Super X-Set Black
Fountain Solution: Anchor Concentrate III
Print Run: 413 sheets
PRINT
Processing Data: ball-grained aluminum plate
1. Image
2. Talc and buff image
3. Etch: phosphoric acid and pure gum arabic
PH 2.2 over entire plate for 1* minutes
4. Buff dry
5. Gum plate after 20 minutes with pure gum arabic
6. Buff dry
7. After 20 minutes Wash-out then fan dry
8. Cover with asphaltum then fan dry
9. Roll-up slowly
10. Talc
11. Gum with pure gum then buff dry
12. After 20 minutes, washout with lithotine
13. Put under asphaltum then buff dry
Press Data;
Ink; Ronico Super X-Set Black
Fountain Solutions: 10% isoprophyl alcohol, 1 oz
Concentrate III, 1 gallon water
Print run: 302 sheets
PRINT
Processing Data: uncoated Lithengrave bi-metal plate
1 . Image
2. Pad Lithengrave developer over plate 1-14 minutes
3. Rinse with water
4. Apply fresh etch
5. Rinse with water
6. Flood with counter etch: 1 oz . sulfuric acid to
1 gallon water
7. While wet, wash-out acid resisting image with sol
vent
8. Flush with water
9. Rub-up: dampen one rag
with counteretch, Apply a
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small amount of rub-up ink and turpentine to
another rag. Go over entire plate rubbing-up
entire image by wiping first with counteretch
rag then with inked rag.
10. Remove excess water
11. Gum plate with Aqua Gum and phosphoric acid: 4 oz.
acid to a gallow of gum.
Press Data:
Ink: Ronico Super X-Set Black
Fountain Solution: Concentrate III
Print Run: 217 sheets
PRINT
Processing Data: uncoated Lithengrave bi-metal plate
Same as for print four, except etching time was
decreased.
Press Data:
Ink: Ronico Super X-Set Black
Fountain Solution: Anchor Concentrate III





2. Talc and buff
3. Pour on pure gum: massage
for 3 minutes
4. Apply etch: 50%
Pro-Sol Fountain Solution to
50% pure gum arabic. Etch
for 1J minutes
5. Apply pure gum
6. Buff dry








12. Washout and put under asphaltum
Press Data:
Ink: Ronico Super X-Set Black
Fountain Solution: Concentrate III
Print Run: 322 sheets
PRINT
Processing Data: ball-grained aluminum plate
1 . Image
2. Talc and buff
3. Pour on pure gum and massage for three
minutes
4. Apply etch: 50% Pro-Sol to 50% pure gum
Etch for If minutes
5. Apply pure gum and buff dry
6. Let dry 20 minutes
7. Wash-out with Lacquer Thinner
8. Copperize bottom half of plate
a. Pour on generous amount of anhydrous
alcohol then wipe off with tissue
beginning at the center of the plate
and working outwards.
Repeat 3 times.
b . Fan Dry
c. Pour copperizing solution over plate.
Spread over area with a pad
d. Work over plate 3 to 5 minutes or
until red cu. is formed on image
areas
e. Give several wipes with anhydrous al
cohol from center outwards
f. Wipe dry with tissues then fan dry
9. Apply Lacquer C, buff, then fan dry
10. Apply alphaltum, buff, then fan dry
11. Roll-up
12. Gum, then buff dry
13. Wash-out and put under asphaltum
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Press Data:
Ink: Super X-Set Black
Fountain Solution: Concentrate III
Print Run: 1190 sheets
PRINT 8
Processing Data: ball-grained aluminum plate
Steps 1-13 same as print 7 only without copperizing
Second etch was performed using Pro-Sol etch.
Press Data:
Ink: Super X-Set Black
Fountain Solution: Concentrate III
Print Run: 857 sheets
Total time including set-up and wash-up: If hours
PRINT 9
Processing Data: ball-grained aluminum plate
1. Counteretch
2 . Image
3. Talc and buff
4. Etch for 2 minutes: 50% Pro-Sol, 50% Kem-Ra-Bic
5. Let dry 20 minutes
6, Washout etch with water
7. Gum while still damp with pure gum
8. Let dry then wash-out with lithotine
9. Clean six times with lacquer thinner
10. Apply Lacquer C
11. Apply Asphaltum
12. Roll-up slowly: one dry then damp towel then
sponge
13. Proofed three times
14. On fourth roll-up perform second etch
15. Washout after 20 minutes and put under asphaltum
Press Data:
Ink: Super X-Set Black
Fountain Solution: Concentrate III
Print Run: 400+ sheets
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PRINT 10
Processing Data: ball-grained aluminum plate
Steps 1-8 same as for print 9.
9. Apply Rub-up Ink
10. Roll-up slowly
11. Proof three times
12. On fourth roll-up perform second etch
13. Washout after 20 minutes and put under asphaltum
Press Data:
Ink: Super X-Set Black
Fountain Solution: Concentrate III
Print Run: 408 sheets
PRINT 11
Processing Data: uncoated Lithengrave bi-metal plate
1. Rince with water using soft rag
2. Flush with counteretch: 2| oz . to 1 gallon water
3. Let stand on plate 30 seconds
4. Rinse immediately with water
5 . Fan dry
6. Image
7. Cover quickly and evenly with Lithengrave Etch
8. Watch for aluminum to begin showing through
copper approximately 60-90 seconds
9. Rinse with water
10. Apply fresh etch
11. Rinse thoroughly with water
12. Flood plate with counteretch solution
13. Keeping wet, washout image
14. Flush with water
15. Rub-up: dampen small area with
counteretch solu
tion, charge
another rag with rub-up ink. While
still damp, rub on ink. If copper doesn't take
ink well, rub with
8 oz . phosphoric acid to 1 gal
lon water and fine pumice
powder
16. Immediately apply etch:
1 oz . phosphoric acid to
32 oz. gum with sponge.
17. Smooth out and
buff dry
18. Wash rub-up ink out




Ink: Super X-Set Black
Fountain Solution: Concentrate III
Print Run: 280 sheets
PRINT 12
Processing Data: uncoated Lithure positive-working plate
1. Remove protection gum layer by washing in warm
water
2 . Image
3. Etch with Lithure etch until non-image chrome is
removed
4. Rinse with water
5. Scrub softly with Ajax
6. Rinse well with water
7. Rub-up with sulfuric acid and rub-up ink
8. Rinse with water
9. Gum with Aqua Gum then buff dry
10. When the gum is dry, apply Cuprawash
Note: Do not let plate dry from step 3 to step 9,
Press Data:
Ink: Super X-Set Black
Fountain Solution: Concentrate III
Print Run: 388 sheets
PRINT 13
This is simply an overprinting
of plate 12 over plate 11.
Interesting positive and
negative effects can be achieved










Ink: Super X-Set Black
Fountain Solution: Concentrate III




Processing Data: ball-grained aluminum plate
1. Litho pencils #1, #5 and limited turpentine wash
2. Phosphoric etch for 3-5 minutes at PH 1.7
3. Rub-up ink applied before inking
4. No second etch
Press Data:
Ink: Super X-Set Black
Fountain Solution: Concentrate III
Print Run: 250 sheets; total time 15 minutes
PRINT 16
Artist: Raymond Stanzcak
Processing Data: ball-grained aluminum plate
1. Lines: Korn's #2 pencil; wash areas; stick tusche
and water
2. One Etch
Lines and darker washes 90 seconds at PH 3.0
Light washes 60 seconds at PH 3.5
Press Data:
Ink: Super X-Set Black
Fountain Solution:
Concentrate III
Print Run: 275 sheets
with 30 makeready sheets







Ink: Super X-Set Black
Fountain Solution: 1 oz. Concentrate III, 10% iso
prophyl alcohol to 90% distilled
water




Same as print 17 only run through the press twice.
PRINT 19
Artist: Karen Schory
Processing Data: ball-grained aluminum plate
1. Autographic Ink, tushe washes, ebony pencil
2. First Etch 2.8 spot for 30 seconds, overall for
30 seconds. One minutes pure gum before and
after.
3. Washout with lithotine and lacquer thinner
4. Apply Lacquer C
5. Triple ink rub-up
6. Second Etch same as first
Press Data:
Ink: Super X-Set Black





Processing Data: ball-grained aluminum plate
Same as for print 1.
Press Data:
Ink: Super X-Set Black
Fountain Solution: Concentrate III
Print Run: 342 sheets
PRINTS 21 & 22
Artist: Claire Owen
Processing Data: ball-grained aluminum plates
1. Pro-Sol Etch overall one minute
2. Wipe off then apply pure gum arabic
3. Washed-out then Lacquer C was applied






Fountain Solution: 20% isoprophyl alcohol to 80%
distilled water
Print Run: Print 21: 382 sheets
Print 22: 330 sheets
PRINT 23
Processing Data: Posilith plate
Prints 23-30 were processed according to the manufac
turer's instructions. These instructions apply to both
conventional and direct imaged Posilith plates. Where
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differences occur between the two types of plates,
they are noted.
1 . Exposure
Exposure through a clean, dust-free positive to an
ultra-violet rich light source such as carbon arc,
pulsed Xenon or mercury arc. Since the plates are
positive-working, both the positive and vacuum cover
glass must be clean. The exposure for Posilith will be
approximately the same as that required for a negative
wipe-on. The plate should be exposed so that a solid
step 10, scummy step 4 is obtained on the 21 step
Stouffer Sensitivity Guide. Final exposure should be
based on tone reproduction rather than a sensitivity
guide alone. Under-exposure may result in scum and too
much dirt on the finished plate. Overexposure will
result in a sharp plate, particularly in the highlights.
Author's Note: Work under yellow insect bulbs,
subdued lighting, or yellow fluorescent lights during
imaging. Do not expose coated plates to direct sunlight
at any time before exposure and development. In spite
of what the exposure instructions say, no special
vacuum frames or other equipment is necessary for ex
posing these plates. Plates 25, 26, and 27 were ex
posed with a $10.00 sun lamp bulb at a distance of
three feet from the plate. Plate 25 was exposed for a
total of sixty minutes at
five-minute intervals. Ex
posure by this method can be seen to
be complete over
the entire plate after approximately
twenty-five minutes.
Exposure can be used by the artist as a means of con
trolling and/or creating the




5laCohe plate in a sink and flow Posilith Devel
oper No 9000 over it, gently rubbing with an LKK Swab-
Eze or other similar applicator. Once the backround
has completely cleared, continue development for at
least one minute. The image areas will now be clearly
visible m a green color. Make sure you obtain com
plete development is complete, rinse the plate well
with water and drain off excess. DO NOT ALLOW TO DRY.
Author's Note: Development may also be used to
control the qualities of his images. With some exper
ience, the artist should be able to judge the degree of
development that will produce the specific image
qualities he desires.
3. Finishing
Apply a small amount of Lith-Kem-Ko Kem-Tan Gum
#2432. Wipe over the plate with a damp cellulose
sponge, and rub smooth with cheesecloth or other
litho wipe. Fan dry.
Author's Note: The plate is ready to be printed
as soon as the gum has dried. Without deletions or
additions, total plate processing time averaged about
twenty minutes .
4. Optional Finishing
When a black image is desired (the image on the
plate is the color of the coating) , the plate can be
rubbed up in the following manner using Lith-Kem-Ko
Rub-Up Ink @2401 or LKK Heavy Jiffy #2414: After
developer has been rinsed off and the excess water
drained, apply a liberal amount of LKK #3030 Anodized
Plate Cleaner. Drain off excess. Damp dry with cheese
cloth which has been wet with LKK #3030. Continue to
keep plate damp with #3030 while rubbing up. After
image is completely inked, rinse with water, drain off




a Sma11 amount of Posilith Deletion Fluid
#9003 with a Q-Tip and work over area until image has
disappeared. Blot off Deletion Fluid with a piece of
dry absorbent cotton or a blotter. Rinse off with a
moistened piece of cotton. Wipe dry and apply LKK
Kem-Tan Gum #2434.
6. Set-Ins (Additions)
Wash area where set-in is to be made well with
water, and dry thoroughly. Apply Posilith Set-In Fluid
#9004 to area with cotton wipe and rub smooth. Expose
only that area. MAKE SURE THAT THE BALANCE OF THE
PLATE IS PROTECTED FROM THE LIGHT. Develop and proceed
as above.
7. Press Instructions
Usual procedures can be employed on the press.
Author's Note: This applied to both hand-operated
and machine presses.
8. Some Precautions:
a. Avoid use of alkaline plate cleaners, Anodized
Plate Cleaner #3030 is recommended for any
"catch-up"
.
b. Use of alkaline materials in water fountain,
such as cream of tartar, must be avoided.
c. Petroleum-derived solvents normally used
around the press can be tolerated by the plate.
Use of strong solvents containing ketones must
be avoided.
(Author's Note: The surface coatings of all
plates are soluble in certain solvents ie.
lacquer thinner and alcohol for Posilith
Plates. Therefore, the artist should use
substances containing certain solvents with
caution. If in doubt, experiment on the edge
of the plate. The artist can use the effect
of these solvents to create images: by re
moving selective amounts
of the coating's sur
face, various tonal and/or wash effects will
result. Remember that once the coating has
been completely removed, no
image can be pro
duced without following the procedure for
"Set-ins". )
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For storage or overnight stoppages, plate
should be gummed with LKK Kem-Tan Gum #2434
-followed by wash with LKK Lithotine #8004
Optionally, the plate can be washed out in
one step with Paul's Washout Solution #3023
Press Data:
Ink: Ronico Super X-Set Black
Fountain Solution: Anchor Concentrate III
Print Run: 362 sheets
PRINT 24
Processing Data: Posilith plate
Processed according to manufacturer; s instructions.
Press Data:
Ink: Ronico Super X-Set Black
Fountain Solution: Anchor Concentrate III
Print Run: 341 sheets
PRINT 25
Processing Data: Posilith plate
Exposed in five minutes increments with a General
Electric Sunlamp ($10.95) at a distance of three
feet from the plate. Between 25-30 minutes, the
plate can be seen to be completely exposed.
Press Data:
Ink: Van Son Holland Rubber Base All Purpose Black
Fountain Solution: 10% isoprophyl alcohol, 1 oz.




PRINTS 26 & 27
Artist: Daniel Tucker
Processing Data: Posilith plates
Plates were exposed with a sunlamp for 35 minutes.
Press Data:
Ink: Van Son Holland All Purpose Black
Fountain Solution: Anchor Concentrate III
Print Run: 251 on Strathmore Parchment
356 on Canson Ingres
PRINT 28
Artist: Philip Bornarth
Processing Data: Posilith plate
Processed according to manufacturer's instructions.
Press Data:
Ink: Ronico Super X-Set Black
Fountain Solution: 1 oz. Concentrate III, 1 gallon
distilled water
Print Run: 795 sheets
PRINT 29
Artist: Norman Bate
Processing Data: Posilith plate
Press Data:
Ink: Van Son Holland All
Purpose Black
Fountain Solution: Concentrate III




Processing Data: Posilith plate
Processed according to manufacturer's instructions.
Press Data:
Ink: Van Son Holland All Purpose Black
Fountain Solution: Concentrate III
Print Run: 401 sheets
NOTE 
The author will be happy to answer questions or 
provide further information regarding the subjects of 
this study - Through August, 1976, I can be contacted 
by writing the following address: 
Thereafter, I can be reached through the following address: 
